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The State of the State

Thinking about a New Constitution
for Montana
ELLIS WALDRON

A new state constitution for Montana has
emerged so suddenly from utopian dream to
real-world challenge that all of us have some
difficulty figuring out how to think about the
matter. Citizens have not known what questions
to ask of convention delegates, and candidates
have gone around asking each other how to
campaign for this unfamiliar office. We all rec
ognize the need to shift some conceptual gears
because there is something special about a con
stitution. It should say wise things about “
rules
of the game”in terms that are “
fundamental”
and “
enduring” rather than “
transistory” or
“
statutory.” (The latter word, so often our con
cern when we think of government, now is used
to describe the undesirable features of a consti
tution.)
We know that constitutions reflect powerful
forces in the society and that they create insti
tutions to channel conflicts of interest into pre
scribed, acceptable modes of accommodation.
This is serious business and we tend to get quite
solemn in talking about it. If only, we think,
we now could muster the skills and foresight of
those remarkable men in Philadelphia back in
1787. But George Washington, just after pre
siding over the deliberations, looked upon their
handiwork with something less than awe. He
wrote to a friend:

The Constitution that is submitted is not free
from imperfections, but there are as few radi
cal defects in it as could well be expected,
considering the heterogenous mass [never more
than 55 delegates] o f which the Convention
was composed. . . . As a constitutional door
is opened for future amendments . . . I think
it would be wise for the People to accept what
is offered to them.

The art of constitution writing developed in
the 17th century when charters for English col
onization came to be regarded as “
social con
tracts”between governors and governed. The
task seemed simple to the great John Locke,
colonial Am erica’
s favorite philosopher, when
he drafted Fundamental Charters of the Carolinas in 1669. He was so sure of his wisdom that
there was no provision for amendment: “
Every
part . . . shall be and remain the sacred and
unalterable form and rule of government of
Carolina forever.”
Three centuries later we approach the task of
writing a new charter for Montana with more
humility. After all, our second national Consti
tution has just been amended the twenty-sixth
time, and a succession of more than two hundred
state constitutions have been amended thou
sands of times and replaced, in some states, five
or six times. We gain confidence for our task

Ellis Waldron is Professor of Political Science and Director of the Bureau of Government Research at the University
of Montana in Missoula.
Author's note: The opinions expressed in this article are personal; they are not to be taken as positions or views of
the Montana Constitutional Convention Commission on which I served. The Commission was charged with preparing
“
essential information for the [convention] delegates, without any recommendation.”
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when we recognize that the simplicity, direct
ness, and durability of our national Constitution
are inappropriate standards by which to meas
ure our own assignment. State constitutions
have some functions that are fundamentally dif
ferent from those of the national Constitution.
If we can write a new charter appropriate for
our own time and a limited, foreseeable future,
we will have done well.
The general structure of American state con
stitutions is quite conventional from state to
state, and has changed little during the past
century. Whatever changes we may make in
detail, the titles and general concerns of at least
fifteen of the twenty-one Articles in the present
constitution are apt to be retained in a new
draft. From a functional point of view, any con
stitution for a democratic political system must
do three things:
1. prescribe the general structural
framework of government
2. establish the powers of the agencies
of government and define some
pivotal working relationships among
them
3. subject the exercise of governmental
power to certain “
effective and regu
larized restraints.”
1
As our convention delegates take up the prob
lems involved in implementing each of these
functions, they cannot avoid asking at least
three questions: what are our essential goals
with respect to the function; where may we turn
for appropriate models to inform our thinking
and draftsmanship; and what standards are
there to guide our judgment whether to include
or exclude language about each of various mat
ters?
As a teacher of government and constitutional
law I now recognize that I have too seldom
asked these questions of myself. This essay is
an effort to focus my own ideas, to share some
modest insights, and to provoke thought rather
than to prescribe answers. The weight of ques
tions raised in the next few pages falls heavily
on the side of change, as I think it should,
whether change finally be made or not. It seems
"The fine phrase of C. J. Friedrich, Constitutional Gov
ernment and Democracy (Boston: Ginn & Co., 1946),
p. 121.

inherent in a constitutional convention process
that all traditional and familiar arrangements
should be reexamined; the status quo in any
matter should be revalidated only after hard
questioning reveals its continuing validity for
our time and the foreseeable future. Provisions
that stand this test will have fresh effectiveness
and renewed acceptance.

The Structural Framework of
State and Local Government
We want the governmental structures created
or authorized by the constitution to meet these
tests:
1. Responsiveness to our expressions of
need and our expectations of service.
2. Responsibility to the people for the
ways in which governmental activi
ties are conducted.
3. Effective and efficient performance
of assigned tasks.
The principles of responsiveness and responsi
bility can be translated into more homely idiom:
We want to know who is supposed to get a par
ticular job done, and whom to blame when we
don’
t like the way it was done. Knowing these
things, we will know whom to retire at the next
election.
All of this points to structures that are simple,
relationships that are clear and easily under
stood, concentration of authority rather than its
dispersion, and flexibility to meet changing cir
cumstances and desires.
The Executive. The sharp edges of contempo
rary debate over Vietnam, inflation, trade bal
ances, school desegregation, and Supreme Court
appointments demonstrate the fact that we hold
the President responsible for getting policy
made and a job of work done in the national
government. He has the power to hire and fire,
to command, demand, shuffle, and replace until
he gets some reasonable measure of what he
expects. He has no rival in another elective
office to distract attention or diffuse responsi
bility. Is comparable concentration of executive
authority appropriate in state government?
Catch phrases to describe such concentration are
“
cabinet-style executive”and “
the short ballot.”
We seem agreed that we should not elect a
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whole group of state executives, scattering re
sponsibility among them. Should only the gov
ernor be elected? Or are there one or two other
state offices that should be elective? If so which
ones? How will we keep them responsive and
responsible?
We may wish to elect the governor and lieu
tenant governor on the same ballot so that they
must be from the same party, as with the presi
dent and vice-president. A four-year term gives
a governor some time to demonstrate his exer
cise of authority, but should the term be longer?
Or, would a four-year term with election mid
way in the presidential term be preferable, since
it would permit focusing attention on state is
sues in state elections.
Does election of administrative bodies like the
utilities rate commission accomplish or frustrate
responsibility to the people? Some suggest that
the governor should appoint members of this
and all other commissions. If this is done, should
the commissioners’terms coincide with, or over
lap, the governor’
s term? Should the existence
and composition of all regulatory and adminis
trative agencies be left to statute and flexible
adaptation to changed times and circumstances?
The Legislature. Should the Montana Legis
lative Assembly have two houses, or only one?
Discussion of this option has acquired new ur
gency since the last session left a major tax
question unresolved through two special ses
sions and bucked it back to the voters in the
November 1971 special election. Our national
Congress has two houses for a reason that has
no relevance for state legislatures. The “
Great
Compromise”at Philadelphia was an agreement
to represent states in the senate, and population
in the house of representatives; resolution of
that basic struggle over representation allowed
the convention to get on to other matters.
But the “
reapportionment revolution”of the
1960s established that all members of any cham
ber of a state legislature must be elected from
constituencies of equal population. One justifi
cation of bicameralism in state legislatures has
been the possibility of electing members of each
chamber from a different kind of constituency.
For example, I suggested in this journal six
years ago that one chamber could be elected
from fairly large and multi-member districts,
and the other from smaller single-member dis-
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tricts.2 This is still possible, but the Montana
Legislative Assembly has shown little interest;
representation plans enacted since 1965 have
elected house and senate members from the
same kinds of districts, and most from identical
districts. In any event, state legislatures remain
bicameral for quite different reasons: the delays
and duplication of doing everything twice are
said to produce better legislation and less of it.
But has this really been proven? Montana’
s
curious pattern of bipartisan politics has placed
control of one legislative chamber in the party
opposed to the governor 70 percent of the time
since 1889. Does this fact suggest that we have
more than enough of checks and balances? Does
the pace of modern life, combined with the re
markable communications potential of contem
porary media, justify reducing the complexities
inherent in bicameralism? We now have the
means to keep track of what is going on in state
government and to mobilize efforts to do some
thing about what is going on, if only we learn
to use the modern means of communication
and transportation effectively. The simplified,
stretched-out process of a unicameral legisla
ture, given ample time to finish its work, could
encourage better use of the media and more ef
fective citizen participation in the legislative
process.
Our 19th century constitutional limitations on
frequency and length of legislative sessions—
sixty calendar days every other year—reflect
the wide distrust of legislators that then pre
vailed; the limitations were supposed to dimin
ish the undue influence of banks, railroads, utili
ties, and trusts whose growth dominated life and
thought of the last century. But powerful inter
ests today use these very limitations to maxi
mize the strategic influence of their ever-pres
ent, ever-so-helpful professional lobbyists. Are
we ready to let legislators themselves decide
how often and how long they should meet? We
can limit any inclination to stay at “
the public
trough”by placing them on an annual salary,
keeping per diem expense reimbursements suf
ficiently modest to discourage a protracted stay
in Helena. There is some crossover point from
“
citizen legislator”to “
professional legislator”
in these calculations, but where is it? Which
style do we prefer?
“‘
What Kind of Legislature,”Montana Business Quar
terly, Winter 1965, pp. 106-23.

i
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Should we free the legislature from dozens of
prescriptions of detail for their processes, so
they can utilize modern technology to get on
with their work? (One typical example of these
prescriptions is the way the “
hot-metal”printing
industry and associated unions delayed use of
modern photoreproduction for the tons of paper
the legislature uses by threatening litigation un
der a constitutional requirement that all bills
“
be printed.”
)
What kind of legislative district creates the
most immediate relationship of responsiveness
and responsibility between citizen and legis
lator? Are we better represented by squads or
platoons of representatives-at-large from the
cities, or by individual legislators elected in
smaller single-member districts? If the legis
lators themselves resolve this choice, will they
not tend to perpetuate the system by which they
won election? Have legislators demonstrated
their capacity to handle periodic reapportion
ments, or should we fashion some other agency
for this awkward task? An increasing number
of states give the job to a bipartisan reappor
tionment commission.3
The Judiciary. Election of judges is peculiar
to American state governments; the practice de
veloped with independence and statehood of the
colonies after 1776. Federal judges, like those
in most countries, are appointed and have life
tenure. Most states still elect their judges, but
an increasing number have adopted some ver
sion of the California or Missouri Plans that pro
vide for initial appointment of judges who then
later continue service by popular election. Some
states elect judges on partisan ballots and others
on nonpartisan ballots; Montana has done it
both ways.
How does the quality of elective justice in the
states compare with that of appointive justice
in the federal courts? Does election of judges
achieve a desirable balance between the need
sMy own prescriptions for some legislative matters is
the subject of an article, “
The Legislative Assembly in
a Modern Montana Constitution,”in the current 1971
Montana Law Review', that publication includes a se
ries of articles on problems that will confront the 1972
Constitutional Convention. In addition, Lucile Speer,
for many years documents librarian at the University
of Montana, Missoula, has prepared a most helpful
layman’
s guide, An Introduction to the Montana Con
stitutional Convention, published by the Cooperative
Extension Service, Montana State University, Boze
man.

for responsiveness and the wish to insulate the
judges from immediate political pressures? In
fact, nearly three of four Montana district
judges now sitting were initially appointed by
the governor to fill a vacancy; once appointed
they continue to serve by popular election, and
in the past twenty years the voters have repudiated only two judges seeking reelection. Should
we regularize what we are in fact doing about
judicial recruitment, adopting some version of
the California or Missouri Plan for judicial re
cruitment? If judges are to be initially ap
pointed, how much weight should be given to
recommendations of lawyers and bar associa
tions regarding such appointments? Should
these matters be spelled out in the constitution,
or left to statutory provision?
Are we satisfied with election of county attor
neys? What logic supports their election? If we
are to maintain public prosecutors should we
also recognize the constitutional obligation to
furnish counsel for indigent criminal defendants
by maintaining public defenders in public of
fice? Or are we satisfied with judicial appoint
ment of defenders for the indigent?
Should the constitution authorize or direct
creation of a state office for judicial administra
tion, or perhaps vest this power in the supreme
court? Many states are standardizing adminis
trative practices in their courts, seeking more
prompt and effective administration of justice.
Local Governments. The county as the unit
of rural local government was inherited from
feudal England, while in America municipal cor
porations grew “
like Topsy” during the last
century. The 1889 Montana constitution made
elaborate provision for county government but
almost missed mentioning the municipalities in
which most Montanans live. A 1921 amendment
corrected the oversight and gave the legislature
authority “
to provide any plan, kind, manner or
form of municipal government” for counties,
cities, and towns. Some have suggested that a
new constitution might retain that one sentence
from the 1921 amendment and scrap all the rest
of Article XVI relating to local governments.
Should a new constitution perpetuate election
of a clerk, a sheriff, a treasurer, a superintendent
of schools, a surveyor, an assessor, a coroner, a
public administrator, justices of the peace, and
three county commissioners for each of our rural
local governments? So many officials added up
make a fair-sized pressure group.
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Nearly half of the 56 Montana counties were
spawned in one frantic decade of war-inflated
expectations for dryland wheat farming; the
bright hopes of most of those new counties were
promptly dashed by the drought and depression
that so quickly followed their creation. Thirtythree counties—59 percent of the total number
—have less population than they had 50 years
ago. Between 1960 and 1970, 39 of the 56 counties
lost population, some for the fourth, fifth, or
sixth successive decade. Meanwhile 98 of the
126 municipalities, mostly incorporated before
1920, lack the 2,500 population to be counted as
an urban place by the United States Census. As
with counties, most small municipalities—and
most are small—are losing population decade
after decade while the state’
s modest population
growth occurs primarily in and around six of
the seven largest cities. The growth of Missoula
and Gallatin Counties between 1960 and 1970
was sufficient to offset a net loss for the rest of
the state.
Counties surrounding the larger cities lack
structure and authority to deal effectively with
their new growth problems, while dozens of tiny
municipalities in areas of declining population
dissipate tax dollars in questionable duplication
of local government structures and facilities.
Might it be sensible to reorganize the counties
as municipal corporations, each with a single
executive and small legislature like the cities,
and then encourage disincorporation of munici
palities with less than 2,500 population? The
smaller communities could maintain such essen
tial community services as fire protection and
potable community water supply—the needs
that usually led them to incorporate because the
legislature had not yet authorized rural im
provement districts—by creating special service
districts. Several unincorporated communities
now meet their community needs in this way.
Many contemporary state governments are
absorbed in the problems of regional govern
ment for vast metropolitan complexes. On the
other hand, Alaska, with local government cir
cumstances and problems similar to Montana,
has developed a novel borough system to re
place the traditional county. The county-sized
borough is a consolidated land-use and school
authority for both rural areas and a munici
pality at the center; the city retains most tradi
tional structures and functions and some aider-
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men sit on the small borough assembly; there
is a single borough executive with functions like
those of a mayor, and the borough may acquire
municipal powers and functions by voluntary
transfer from the city.
Some Montana communities are clamoring for
what they call “
home rule.”Might they accom
plish what they desire by a constitutional re
versal of “
D illon’
s Rule” that municipalities
have only powers expressly granted by consti
tution and legislature, with those grants nar
rowly construed? That is, the new constitution
might give local government all authority not
expressly withheld by constitution or legisla
ture. Is it sensible for the constitution to try to
prescribe a standard form of local government
when a few urban centers grow larger while the
rest of the state loses population? Or to attempt
to classify forms for these problems? Should
local government be left for the legislature and
the localities to work out arrangements pat
terned for their particular needs?

Establishing the Powers of Government
The national Constitution cannot be our model
in establishing powers of the state government.
The brevity, simplicity, and durability of the
Philadelphia Constitution of 1787 is rooted as
much in the nature of its task as in the skills of
its draftsmen. It enumerates certain powers es
sential for a central government—-powers that
can be stated in general terms—to tax, to bor
row money, to regulate commerce, to declare
war, to make treaties, to appoint and receive
ambassadors . . . and to do that which is “
neces
sary and proper”to implement granted powers.
The tradition quickly developed that these
grants of power would be flexibly or “
liberally”
construed, thus it has not often been necessary
to amend the original text to accomplish con
temporary purposes; we have continually
stretched and reinterpreted the brief original
grants of power to suit present needs.
By contrast state governments have all powers
“
reserved”to them that were not withheld by
the national Constitution or by their own con
stitution. A governor, a state legislator, a state
trial court judge can exercise any executive, or
legislative, or judicial power not prohibited.
Thus virtually all discussion of powers in a state
constitution deals with limitation of power
rather than grant of power. Even when the in-
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tent of the constitutional language was to create
a competence in state or local government, the
statement has sometimes been interpreted to
preclude alternative approaches or arrange
ments. Whether necessary or not, the interpre
tation of state constitutional provisions also has
tended to be restrictive rather than liberating:
[V]ery nearly everything that may be in
cluded in a state constitution operates as a re
striction on the legislature, for both commands
and prohibitions directed to other branches of
the government, or even to the individual citi
zen, will operate to invalidate inconsistent
legislation.4

A distinguished legal historian summarizing ex
perience under 19th century state constitutions
emphasizes another aspect of the matter: “[T]he
more state constitutions went into detail, the
more they limited the power of the legislature
and increased that of the judges.”
5
We now can suggest several principles for
statements about powers or functions of govern
ment in our new constitution:
1. The appropriate standard of both brevity
and style is not the national Constitution but
the better efforts of our contemporaries in other
states.
2. Since the state government possesses broad
inherent authority without constitutional affir
mation of the fact, every statement of a power
or function to be included in a state constitution
should be tested against such questions as these:
a. Will specification of the function
have the effect of closing off subsequent
development of alternative policies or
approaches by statute or administrative
rule?
Interest groups pressing for inclusion of matter
in the constitution may desire precisely this con
sequence; but delegates and citizens will want
to judge inclusion of a provision against their
own notions of desirable flexibility for future
public policy.
‘
Frank Grad, “The State Constitution: Its Function and
Form for Our Time,”Virginia Law Review, vol. 54,
1968, p. 964, citing a Montana case, State ex rel. Staf
ford, 114 Mont. 52, 132 P2d 689 (1942) as an instance
of such an interpretation.
BJ. W. Hurst, The Growth of American Law (Boston:
Little Brown & Co., 1950), p. 230.

b. Is the function or policy so essen
tial that its substance must be embed
ded in the constitution? Or can it be
entrusted to the legislature for more
flexible treatment?
Every state constitution contains a substantial
number of provisions that reflect affirmative
answers to the first part of this test.
These are two tests or standards by which
convention delegates will determine silence or
statement in the new constitution. Where the
tests intersect from issue to issue is the essence
of a vital political process of the convention.6
3. When the convention decides to include a
statement about function or policy, critics will
call the material “
statutory”and friends of in
clusion will insist that it is “
fundamental”
whether statutory or not. The arguments join
tangentially rather than head on, and there will
rarely be an agreed standard by which to judge
the issue of inclusion or exclusion. Each deci
sion on such matters will be political in the most
proper and useful sense of that much-abused
word. A fresh batch of such decisions is part of
what the convention is all about. If on balance
the voters like the batch, they will ratify it.
4. The convention has the option to buck some
such decisions back to the voters, presenting
alternative formulations for ratification and re
jection. This style of handling political “
hot
potatoes”has saved several excellent modem
state constitutions from defeat through coalition
of hard-core opponents of particular decisions.
5. Inclusion of statements about functions and
policies is one thing that makes state constitu
tions lengthy; these inclusions also make state
constitutions grow older faster than the national
Constitution. Every state constitution expresses
a fair number of the fears or “
hangups”of its
time; but our society outgrows many fears only
to find and express new ones. This is one reason
why a state constitution is written for today and
a limited future. Some states have learned the
lesson and provide in the constitution itself for
“
Frank Grad, “
The State Constitution . . . ,”pp. 949-72
explores these and related problems in useful fashion.
Portions of this article are reprinted in Montana Con
stitutional Convention Studies, No. 4, “
A Collection of
Readings on State Constitutions, Their Nature and
Purpose,”pp. 71-123.
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systematic review every ten or fifteen years.
Perhaps Montana would be wise to consider
such a provision. The durability of the national
Constitution is a false measuring stick for state
constitutions.
6. State constitutions commonly reflect local
peculiarities of judicial interpretation. A new
Montana constitution might spell out legislative
authority to conduct interim activities, or de
clare that the legislature is a continuing entity
through the term of its members, because of
difficulties encountered in establishing a Legis
lative Council during the 1950s; it might also
expressly exclude the governor from participa
tion in the constitutional amendment process
into which he was thrust by a unique state Su
preme Court decision in I960.7
7. The 19th century state governments were
essentially regulatory, and got quite experienced
in telling people what they could not do, or
within what limits they might act. Modem state
governments have assumed a wide variety of
service functions and there is increasing interest
in affirmative governmental action to protect
“
the quality of life.” This shift in emphasis
poses one of the most difficult questions for
contemporary draftsmen: how to make govern
ment functionaries perform what we direct to
be done on our behalf? Our experience with the
effectuation of such affirmative commands for
positive performance of services is limited and
not uniformly successful—-witness, in Montana,
the difficulty in enforcing the constitutional ob
ligation of the legislature to reapportion itself,
and national difficulties with states over effec
tuation of negro voting rights and desegregation
of public facilities. These are bewildering prob
lems for anyone who supposes that a constitu
tional command results automatically in gov
ernmental performance.

Limitations on Governmental Power
We have already said that much of the lan
guage of a state constitution limits the bounda
ries or the mode of exercise of inherent state
powers. But state constitutions also include a
Declaration of Rights (as Article III is titled in
’
State ex rel. Livingstone v. Murray, 137 Mont. 557,
354 P2d 552 (1960).
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the present Montana constitution) that tends to
be a fairly standardized list of historic rights of
expression, religion, assembly, and judicial pro
cess. Some elements in the Montana Declara
tion never were necessary because they were
expressly protected by the national Constitution;
a few have a fine sound but we have not yet
contrived methods to implement them. Quite a
few statements are wordier versions of the same
essential right reserved against the national gov
ernment in the national Bill of Rights, and are
protected by the federal courts because they are
considered to involve due process or equal pro
tection of the laws in the Fourteenth Amend
ment. It may be argued that the more compact
formulations of the national Bill of Rights
should be adopted where states now are held
to observance of the national standard; it can
also be argued that the more detailed statements
in the Montana constitution can have independ
ent force in some circumstances, or that they go
beyond the national standard. Moreover, na
tional protection of certain rights could be with
drawn, so perhaps the state formulations should
be retained.
Contemporary interests in rights of privacy,
limitations on use of electronic surveillance and
data storage, and reservations of public recrea
tional and ecological interests are apt to be ex
pressed in the convention, if not in a new
Declaration of Rights. The historic rights stated
there are very much dependent upon judicial
interpretation for their enforcement, and the
convention may give many of them little more
than cosmetic attention to achieve a more con
temporary idiom of expression.

In Conclusion: Why a New
Constitution for Montana?
Life today is so radically different from that
of 1889 that the persistence of state and local
governments conceived for the needs of that
time requires explanation. The explanation
really is fairly simple: the shells of state and
local government stand while the substance of
government and decision making are elsewhere.
The national government has met modern needs
more effectively than any state or locality be
cause its structures and powers were flexible
and expansible enough to respond to demands
of war, depression, and the welfare state in this
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century. The rigid constitutional shells of state
and local government were designed in fair
measure to frustrate the effective exercise of
government.
Here is our argument, then, for a new state
constitution: it can be the foundation of our best
chance, perhaps our only chance, to influence
even moderately the future terms of our exist
ence in Montana. Unless we can create state and
local governments notably more effective and
responsible than those of the 19th century, we
will dance entirely to tunes called elsewhere. It
may be that Montana’
s particular needs and
desires have less chance to be considered in any
national view than a century ago when the west
ern frontier was a powerful influence in shaping
national goals and values.
Decisions about life in Montana will be made
somewhere; if they are not made publicly and
responsibly, they will be made privately and

“
unresponsibly.” NO government is not an al
ternative to responsible and effective state and
local government, and never was. The alterna
tives are unresponsive policies made by a bu
reaucratized n a t i o n a l government whose
functionaries now hear other drums than ours;
and “
unresponsible”controls by bureaucratized
economic constellations whose goals are “
pub
lic”only to the extent we can make them so.
Between them, these national governmental and
economic constellations hold title to much of
Montana’
s wealth and productive capacities; ef
fective state and local governments cannot sup
plant these other decision makers, but they are
just about our only chance to say anything at
all about the conditions of our lives. To accom
plish that modest influence by writing a new
and more appropriate state constitution is worth
substantial effort if we are to call ourselves free
people in a treasured land.
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From the 1970 Census
An economist decries the
lack of data regarding
women in Montana

As we planned this issue of the Quarterly,
spotlighting women in Montana, we anticipated
that we would have a great deal of pertinent
information from the 1970 Census. We envi
sioned up-to-date figures on the number of
women working, their occupations, and their
earnings. Unfortunately, the Census report con
taining these data is not yet available. And
there is no other source of state employment
figures by sex. (We think the compilation of
such information would be a worthwhile activ
ity for the Employment Security Commission of
Montana and we hereby invite the Commission
to consider the possibility of extending their
labor force, employment, and unemployment
estimates to include a breakdown by sex.)
So we are left to speculate as to how the
status of working women in Montana may have
changed since 1960, date of the last census. We
know that one-third of Montana women were in
the labor force in that year, and we can safely
assume that the proportion is considerably
higher today. This is true nationally, and there
is no reason to expect Montana women to be
have differently. Indeed, between 1950 and 1960,
they joined the labor force at a faster rate
than did women in other parts of the country.
It was the rapid growth in female workers that
kept Montana’
s total labor force from declining

during the ten-year period, for there were fewer
male workers in the state in 1960 than in 1950.
We know too that women workers in our state
(as throughout the country) are concentrated in
clerical and service jobs—49 percent of them in
1960. The chances are that this percentage
hasn’
t declined, and it may have increased dur
ing the sixties, since these are the kinds of jobs
that are growing most rapidly.
The 1960 Census, in reporting on earnings of
year-round workers in 1959, found that the me
dian income of women workers was equal to 56
percent of that of Montana men. If Montana
earning ratios have followed the national trend
since 1960, the discrepancy reported in the 1970
Census will be even larger. As Sandra Muckelston points out in her article, data for all Amer
ican women show that those employed year
round in 1960 earned a median income equal to
61 percent of the median for male workers; by
1968, the proportion had declined to 58 percent.
These figures, of course, are a direct reflection
of the concentration of women in clerical and
service jobs. Whether these are the kinds of
jobs most women really want—whether they are
happiest being secretaries, clerks, and hotel
maids—is a matter for speculation and a ques
tion which no employment data can answer.
One can only note in passing that similar blan-
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ket theories long applied indiscriminately to the
employment desires of other minority groups
appear in process of being discredited.
A recent 1970 Census release does tell us that
of the 13,448 families in Montana headed by
women, 8,130 include children under 18 years of
age. The 8,130 women heading these families
were responsible for 18,422 children—or almost

8 percent of all Montana children under 18
years of age in 1970. Future Census releases will
give us more information on the economic status
of these families. In the meantime it is safe to
assume that, from the standpoint of income,
many of these 18,000 children and their mothers
are among the less fortunate of Montana’
s citi
zens.
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Vietnam and International Law
A look at the legal problems
underlying the Vietnamese conflict

Legal debate over United States involvement
in Vietnam raises questions of both domestic
and international law.1 The central domestic
legal issue is a constitutional dispute over the
interpretation of Article I, Section 8 of the U.S.
Constitution (the power of Congress to declare
war) and Article II, Section 2 (the President’
s
role as Commander-in-Chief) .*2 Although Presi
dent Johnson probably did not overstep his
powers in taking the initial action he did in
Vietnam, there is certainly room for legal dis
sent as to the scope of presidential prerogative
under Article II.
The central focus of this article, however,
concerns several very complex areas of interna
tional law. Much legal literature on the subject
of Vietnam indicates that scholars seem com
mitted either to justifying American moves as
clearly legal or attacking them as patently ille
gal.3 But in fact, the legal situation is simply
not definable enough to warrant such definite
stands.
T h e legal dimensions of U.S. involvement in Cambodia
vary little from the issues of the Vietnam debate dis
cussed in this article. Although the issue of “
neutrality”
is interjected into the debate, it is readily countered by
the arguments of “
self-defense” and “
reprisals” dis
cussed below. See “Symposium on United States Ac
tion in Cambodia,”American Journal of International
Law, LXV, 1 (January 1971), pp. 1-83.
T here are other related issues, however, such as the
limits of military conscription and civil disobedience.
“
See for example the fine collection of literature in this
area compiled by the Civil War Panel of the American

Controversy arises in two general areas: dis
putes as to fact and disputes as to law. Disagree
ment over fundamental facts in the Vietnam
conflict hinder any easy legal solutions. For ex
ample, is the Vietnam conflict a civil war, inter
national war, or even a “
war” at all? What
constitutes “
armed attack,” “
aggression,” and
attacked”whom
“
threat or use of force”? Who “
first?
The disturbing aspect about the conflict, how
ever, is not only that the nature of events is in
dispute (which is more of a frustration than
anything else), but that even if these elements
were reasonably agreed upon, the relevant prin
ciples of international law are unclear.
One scholar writes pessimistically of the
“
fierce public polemic about the legality or ille
gality of United States participation in the con
flict. There is . .. nothing comparable on record
in the history of international law.”
4 He further
notes:
But the polemic has to me two much more
important and distressing aspects.
One is the deep split among international
lawyers, including American professors such
as Bishop (Michigan), McDougal (Yale),
Baxter and Sohn (Harvard), and Goldstein
(Texas), all in favor of legality; and on the
Society of International Law. Richard Falk, ed., The
Vietnam War and International Law, vols. I and II
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1968 and
1969). Hereinafter cited as Falk, Vietnam War.
Uaro Mayda, “
The Vietnam Conflict and International
Law,”in Falk, Vietnam War, vol. II, p. 260.
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opposite side Falk (Princeton), Morgenthau
(Chicago), Quincy Wright, and others.
The other aspect is the general thrust and
quality of the arguments on both sides, reveal
ing the defects in the structure and methodol
ogy of contemporary international law as a
viable instrument of policy and order.6

The quagmire of factual and legal arguments
cannot be settled here, but some attempt at un
tangling the major areas of disagreement may
be helpful. At least six controversial aspects of
international law can be identified.6

The Geneva Accords of 1954
The political intent of the Accords is unclear,
although the general requirements of the docu
ment seems straightforward enough. The Ac
cords: 1) ended the French-Indochina war, 2)
partitioned Vietnam into separate north and
south domains at the 17th Parallel, 3) put re
strictions on foreign military bases, personnel,
and any increases in their armaments, 4) pro
vided for elections to be held in North and South
Vietnam on July 20, 1956, to determine the fate
of the partitioned country (they were never
held), 5) established an International Control
Commission (composed of India, Canada, and
Poland) to implement the agreements, and 6)
called for the “
neutralization”of Cambodia and
Laos.
A study of the Accords, however, does not
show whether they were mainly intended to
ratify the battlefield victory of the Viet Minh
over the French or to produce a divided country
similar to Korea. If the former is true, then
North Vietnam has a case for claiming that a
civil war is being fought and that the demarca
tion line established at the 17th Parallel by the
Accords was nothing more than a temporary
vehicle for separating the combatants of the In
dochinese war as smoothly as possible. Point 6
of the Final Declaration does say that “the mili
tary demarcation line is provisional and should
*Ibid., p. 261.
These observations are based in part on a recent mono
graph by Richard Falk, Six Legal Dimensions of the
United States Involvement in the Vietnam War
(Princeton: Princeton University Center of Interna
tional Studies, 1968). Contrary to that study, however,
which presumes that U.S. involvement is illegal, this
author feels that the legal issues are simply not clear.

not in any way be interpreted as constituting a
political or territorial boundary.”
On the other hand, the issue of the elections
scheduled for July of 1956 suggests that the de
marcation line was of more significance than
pure military expediency. It must have been
conceivable that the two zones might not agree
politically, as in fact they did not.
Both North and South Vietnam can claim that
they are legally entitled to ignore the provisions
of the Geneva Accords. South Vietnam, which
never signed the Accords in the first place (and
further expressed opposition to them from the
beginning), can claim that even if it felt bound
by the spirit of the Accords it would be impos
sible to comply since fair and free elections
would be impossible with a communist dictator
ship in the North and while “
aggression”against
the South was being conducted. North Vietnam,
for its part, can claim that since the elections
were never held, the Accords have been abro
gated.
On the basis of the Accords, it is difficult to
determine the legal obligations of the respective
parties or whether the conflict is civil or inter
national. Complicating the issue, and buttress
ing the case of South Vietnam (that the “
free
and independent”Republic of South Vietnam is
being victimized by “
outside invaders”
) is the
fact that South Vietnam is recognized currently
by some 60 states while North Vietnam is cur
rently recognized by some 20 states. The Soviet
Union in 1957 even proposed (with North Viet
namese approval) that both North and South
Vietnam be admitted separately to the United
Nations. The United States opposed this action
because it insisted that South Vietnam be ad
mitted to the U.N. as the sole representative of
the State of Vietnam. All this gives South Viet
nam a rather persuasive case for claiming an
international conflict is in progress between two
independent states. The ambiguity of the Gen
eva Accords, however, makes the legal basis for
arguing one way or the other capable of differ
ing interpretations.

The United Nations Charter
The legality of American involvement in Viet
nam is often debated on the basis of the U.N.
Charter (and on a supplementary level, on the
basis of the SEATO Treaty).
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The basic charge is that one (the United
States is the frequent object of this charge) or
several parties to the dispute have violated Arti
cle 2, Section 4 of the Charter, which says:
All Members shall refrain in their interna
tional relations from the threat or use of force
against the territorial integrity or political in
dependence of any state, or in any other man
ner inconsistent with the Purposes of the
United Nations.

Article 2, Section 6 appears to bind nonmem
bers:
The Organization shall insure that states
which are not Members of the Unitd Nations
act in accordance with these Principles so far
as may be necessary for the maintenance of
international peace and security.

If the charge is to be advanced that the U.N.
Charter has somehow been violated, then the
debate rapidly reaches unmanageable propor
tions. The United States can claim, as it has,
that it has not violated the Charter. Rather, it
is merely taking “
defensive”action under Arti
cle 51 of the Charter providing for the “
inherent
right of individual or collective self-defense if
an armed attack occurs.” South Vietnam can
presumably claim a similar right even though it
is not a member of the United Nations. Article
51 does speak of the “
inherent right of individ
ual or collective self-defense,” suggesting the
U.N. Charter is merely recognizing a right that
nation-states already have. The strength of the
Article 51 argument supposedly rests on the as
sumption that an international, and not a civil,
conflict is in progress and that military actions
by the United States and South Vietnam are
indeed “
defensive.” This latter point further
raises questions—ones that cannot be answered
by legal precepts—about the relationship be
tween the National Liberation Front (NLF or
Viet Cong) and Hanoi, for if “
defensive”mea
sures are to be taken, the identity of the “
ag
gressor”must be known.
North Vietnam and the NLF, for their part,
see the United States as violating Article 2 (4)
of the U.N. Charter, and if Article 51 has any
validity, it is North Vietnam that can claim
“
self-defense”against a reassertion of U.S. colo
nial imperialism. The North Vietnamese and the
NLF have not been very interested, however, in
resolving the conflict within the framework of
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the United Nations. A spokesman for the North
Vietnamese Foreign Ministry was quoted as say
ing in 1967 that: “
The Vietnam problem has no
concern with the United Nations and the United
Nations has absolutely no right to interfere in
any way in the Vietnam question.”
7
The National Liberation Front’
s Central Com
mittee is reported as saying in the same year:
The. NLFSV is determined to expose before
the public the United States imperialists’per
fidious plot to hide behind the United Nations
flag to accelerate the aggressive war in South
Vietnam and the war of destruction against
North Vietnam. The NLFSV solemly declares:
the United Nations has no right to make deci
sions concerning the affairs of the South Viet
namese people.8

Hanoi and the NLF base their legal case then
not so much on U.N. Charter arguments as on
the conflict being a purely “
domestic”one and
on “
violations”of the Geneva Accords (for ex
ample, military assistance by the United States,
failure to hold elections, and the continuing
division of the country). If the Hanoi regime
feels it was “
done in”the last time it interna
tionalized the Indochina question by going to
Geneva, it is not surprising that they would be
suspicious of going to New York. Why should
any agreement under U.N. auspices be consid
ered when, in Hanoi’
s eyes, a solution was al
ready reached in Geneva—one that only needs
to be enforced.
There are other legal arguments raised under
the U.N. Charter. Did the United States have a
legal obligation under Article 33 of the Charter
to submit the Vietnam dispute to pacific settle
ment (negotiation, mediation, or arbitration)
before resorting to military measures? If the
self-defense argument under Article 51 is valid,
then presumably the niceties of Article 33 are a
luxury for which as a practical matter there is
no time.
The United States, as a matter of record, has
taken the Vietnamese problem to the United
Nations, although belatedly. The entire story
of the Vietnam question and the United Nations
is a carnival of reluctance. In August of 1964, the
7Cited by Lincoln P. Bloomfield, “
The U.N. and Viet
nam,”in Falk, Vietnam War, vol. II, p. 292.
eIbid., p. 293.
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United States complained to the Security Coun
cil of attacks against its gunboats by Hanoi in
the Gulf of Tonkin. This was the first chance by
the Security Council to debate the substantive
aspects of the conflict. Nothing came of it.
The United States formally requested on Jan
uary 31, 1966, that the United Nations take up
the problem of bringing peace to Vietnam. On
February 2, 1966, the Security Council with a
bare majority of 9 votes decided to put Vietnam
on its agenda, but by February 26 the Council
President had to announce “
that it would be in
opportune for the Council to hold further debate
at this time.”
9 Again, at the prodding of the U.S.
Senate, the United States government went to
the United Nations in late 1967. Arthur Gold
berg, U.S. Ambassador to the U.N., tried to en
list Security Council support for consideration
of the Vietnam question in November, but by
December 20, 1967, reported that he had failed
because of “
certain members”who were “
in
transigent.”
10* Here the matter apparently still
stands.
Probably a fair political assessment of what
has happened (or not happened) at the United
Nations is that the United States is unwilling to
press very hard on the Vietnam issue for fear
its intervention in Indochina will be condemned.
Likewise, the U.S.S.R. would probably not like
to see the issue before the U.N. for fear the
U.N. might undertake some sort of Korean-type
peace-keeping action.
If there has been legal laxity by the United
States in not fully employing the peace-keeping
potential of Article 33 of the Charter, then sim
ilar failures exist on the part of other parties.
Under Chapters V and VII of the U.N. Charter,
the Security Council has the legal responsibility
to identify threats to the peace, breaches of the
peace, and acts of aggression, and to initiate ap
propriate action. Clearly then, all of the mem
bers of the Security Council (especially the
five permanent members: United States, United
Kingdom, France, Nationalist China, and the
U.S.S.R.) bear some of the legal onus for inac
tion by the United Nations.
°Ibid., p. 284. The U.S.S.R. and Bulgaria had voted
against putting the measure on the agenda; France and
three African states abstained.
10Ibid., p. 282. The “
intransigent”members were ap
parently the Soviet Union and France.

One final legal issue raised in the context of
the U.N. Charter is the legal role of SEATO in
the conflict. The SEATO Treaty is essentially
irrelevant to the legal arguments surrounding
the U.S. role in Vietnam. Richard Falk correctly
asserts: “
In my judgment, the SEATO treaty
neither adds nor detracts from the Charter ar
guments, and if the United States possesses
grounds for proceeding against North Vietnam,
it possesses them on a Charter basis.”
11

Westphalia-Budapest-Prague Issues
The central issue here is not so much a legal
argument as a legal dilemma. On the one hand,
the international legal structure created at the
Peace of Westphalia (1648) provided for the
nation-state as the basic unit of international
relations. The state, as a legal entity, possesses
certain qualities: sovereignty, equality, domes
tic jurisdiction. Derived from this is the princi
ple of nonintervention in the internal affairs of
another state, except that one sovereign state
may go to the aid of another on request.
If the Vietnam conflict is an international one,
the notion of the sovereign nation-state as de
fined by the Peace of Westphalia hurts North
Vietnam’
s legal case because the United States
can claim a right to assist the sovereign Repub
lic of South Vietnam. On the other hand, ob
servers know that, given the sophistication and
intrigue of politics, it is a simple matter for
a state to intervene deliberately in the inter
nal affairs of another while fulfilling the legal
prerequisities of an “
invitation.” The Soviets
intensified their intervention in Hungary and
Czechoslovakia “
legally,”although this legality
was obviously a pure facade. Some observers
feel the United States is following a similar
course by using a puppet government in Saigon
to legitimize its own policies.
There is another dimension to the dilemma,
however. How is intervention to be measured
when it comes in the form of covert aid to in
surgents, propaganda warfare, or diplomatic
maneuvering against the interest of a state
abroad? There is simply no ready answer.
“Falk, Six Legal Dimensions of the United States In
volvement in the Vietnam War, p. 24.
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Tonkin G ulf Arguments

International law issues here concern the
basic rules of warfare established by the Hague
Conventions of 1899 and 1907 and the Geneva
Conventions of 1949. Of the four Geneva Con
ventions signed in 1949, the application of two
of them in Vietnam (on treatment of prisoners
of war and on treatment of civilians) have been
particularly controversial.
All of the combatants in the Vietnam conflict
(except the NLF) are signatories of the Con
ventions, yet there has been much dispute con
cerning the applicability of these Conventions.
A basic issue in the treatment of P.O.W.’
s is
the old problem of whether the conflict is a
civil war, international war, or even in this in
stance, a war (since war has not been formally
declared). Even if one grants that the Geneva
Conventions apply in Vietnam, as they probably
do, there is still the practical problem of pinning
down alleged violations—a problem particularly
acute in this conflict when daily life is fast mov
ing and chaotic, rumors are rampant, and no op
portunity is passed to portray the enemy as an
arch-villain. Finally, where violations have oc
curred, the only recourse against the individual
violator is to bring him before a properly con
stituted municipal court having jurisdiction over
his person. The difficulties here are obvious.
Questions about the treatment of civilians, as
well as attempts to control the use of certain
types of “
forbidden”weapons (forbidden, for
example, under the Hague Conventions) make
the international laws of war seem hopelessly
obsolete and irrelevant. There are simply no
rules (except the most general exhortations
against barbarism and inhumanity) that cover
modern “
wars of national liberation,”guerrilla
warfare, political assassinations and calculated
terror tactics, counter-insurgency warfare, em
ployment of “
nontoxic” gases, defoliants, or
napalm, and “
bombing the wrong village by
mistake.” Neither are there rules to cover mass
evacuation of villages and relocation of civilians.
Indictment of one side or the other has a shaky
basis in international law. Further, if South
Vietnam’
s case that it is an independent state is
valid, then it can claim sole jurisdiction over
what happens within its territory and over its
civilians. Most of the action, of course, has been
taking place in South Vietnam.

Much of the debate over the Gulf of Tonkin
Resolution revolves around United States do
mestic legal considerations — particularly the
role of the Resolution in the running dispute
over executive and legislative war-making
power. Of concern here, however, is its meaning
under international law.
The Tonkin Gulf Resolution has no particular
importance or validity in international law ex
cept that it serves as a politico-legal explanation
for a foreign policy action taken by the United
States government. Presumably a statement by
the U.S. State Department would have the same
legal standing in international law. The Tonkin
Resolution was essentially a declaration by Con
gress of political support for the President. The
repeal of the Resolution (December 1970) was of
no international legal significance (and perhaps
not even of domestic legal significance), al
though the political import of such a move
should be noted.
The action that provoked the Tonkin Resolu
tion was an alleged attack upon United States
warships in international waters by North Viet
nam. The U.S. military response represented a
coercive self-help measure short of war known
under international law as “
reprisal.”A reprisal
is an action, “
otherwise illegal, by one state
against another which is legal when taken in re
taliation for illegal actions of the target state.”
12
The current legal status of peacetime reprisals
is not very clear. The United Nations Charter
requires members to settle disputes by peaceful
means and to refrain from the threat or use of
force. On the other hand, reprisals are indeed
used in modern international relations and jus
tified as legal. If Charter justification is needed,
Article 51 providing for individual or collective
self-defense can be interpreted quite broadly,
but the law itself does not adequately define re
prisals like the Tonkin Gulf action.

Nuremberg Arguments
Finally, legal controversy has revolved around
violations of the legal principles established as
a result of the Nuremberg Tribunal, whereby
“Urban Whitaker, Jr., Politics and Power (New York:
Harper and Row, 1964), inside back cover.
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German officials were tried for war crimes fol
lowing World War II. The Tribunal was an at
tack on the reification of nation-states. It held
that states do not make war; rather, individuals
acting in the name of the state make war. These
individuals should be held legally accountable,
as individuals, for their actions.
Whatever one’
s political or moral views of the
Vietnam conflict or the Nuremberg Tribunal,
the Nuremberg precedent probably should be
left out of the legal debate over Vietnam. The
Nuremberg judgment is highly controversial on
its own merits, let alone on how it should be ap
plied. Common charges against the Nuremberg
precedent are that: 1) the judgment following
World War II was an ex post facto exercise, 2)
trials of this sort are likely to be political, and 3)
who but the victor (even if he is the w orld’
s
most villainous aggressor) could really conduct
a war crimes trial?

Observations

The most basic observation to come out of this
survey of the international legal arguments sur
rounding United States involvement in the Viet
nam conflict is that the legal justification for
action by any of the parties is contingent upon
two crucial variables: 1) initial interpretation of
factual events and 2) isolation of the relevant
aspects of international law. If this study has
shown anything, it demonstrates that no party
to the conflict has a clear-cut legal case.
This means that given the traditional weak
nesses of international law the resolution of the
conflict will probably be left in the political and
military realm. The international community
does not have the integrated and authoritative
legal structure available to nation-states for the
control of their internal affairs. Consequently,
international conflict resolution is all too often
achieved in diplomacy or military threat.
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Special Section
Women in Montana

MACKEY BROWN

M ontana’
s First Woman Politician A Recollection o f Jeannette Rankin
Cam paigning
Remembrances show that w om en’
s
liberation is nothing new in Montana

Although my aunt, Miss Jeannette Rankin,
never ran for a seat in the Montana State Legis
lature, she certainly had her share of experience
campaigning as a woman in the state: both for
suffrage, and for her own candidacies. The dif
ferences between the campaigns of then and now
are as striking as the before and after photo
graphs for reducing salons, but the similarities
are there, too.
Without the suffragettes, needless to say,
there would be no women campaigning for any
office in the state. That effort was a long and
gruelling one, and it involved perhaps a bigger
percentage of the women of the state than are
willing now to actively engage themselves in
politics. The suffragettes first had to persuade
the legislature to change the state voting laws,
and then in 1914 the people (the men, I should
say) of the state had to ratify that change in an
election. This was a tall order: women in other
states did not vote (except for Wyoming);
national woman’
s suffrage did not come about
till years later (in 1921). So it was a pioneer
movement in many ways.
Miss Rankin who had been active nationally
in the movement came home to Montana to head
a state drive for woman’
s suffrage in 1911; this

involved not only stumping the state (in every
sense of the word), but a lot of administra
tive and coordinating detail. She and the other
women sent into the state, as well as the loyal
suffragettes in Montana, moved up, down, and
sideways around the state, building local sup
port and talking to candidates for the legisla
ture, hoping to get their promises of help. They
traveled any way they could, by train, by auto
mobile (when there was an automobile and
when there was a passable road) and by wagon
when nothing else was available.
I remember one description of the suffrage
campaign technique that seems to illustrate
something of how it was done. I’
m sure the de
tails differed from Butte to Broadus, but in es
sence the ladies moved in on a town tacking up
notices of a public meeting with a time and
speaker. For the meeting place they generally
chose the street corner diametrically across
from the most popular saloon in town. At the
advertised hour, a speaker would mount a real
soapbox. There would be a gaggle of children,
a sprinkling of housewives (who were not al
ways in accord with the suffragettes’
ideas) and
gradually the men, who would move out of the
saloon to see what the commotion was all about.

Mackey Brown is a freelance writer and editor living in Missoula. She is a long-time member of the editorial board
of the Montana Business Quarterly.
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After a short speech came questions and an
swers. The dialogue was real; the suffragettes
did not dodge questions or answer equivocally;
they tried to talk openly about their feelings
and to show why they felt women should have
the right to vote. The men seldom were rude in
their objections at the meetings, but as they
drifted away, they would make sotto voce re
marks intended to be heard. (Jeannette tells of
one man who objected to one of those remarks—
a gentleman in the audience loudly whispered
that the speaker ought to be “
home rocking
the baby.” The objector said, with some heat,
“
That’
s my mother and I’
m her baby, and I don’
t
want to be rocked.”
)
What were the campaigners up against?
Many of the same prejudices used against blacks
today: women’
s brains were smaller than men’
s;
women were temperamentally unfit for think
ing about big problems, besides, most of them
“
didn’
t really want to vote”
—they were content
with the status quo, and they admired having a
big strong man to do their thinking for them;
women had never voted before—why should
they want to now (the old what-was-goodenough-for-my-grandmother-ought-to-be-goodenough-for-you ploy).
They were also confronted with physical dif
ficulties that seem staggering today. The sheer
logistics of choosing the right towns, getting
there with luggage and literature, finding the
right location for a meeting, arranging places to
stay—and keeping themselves neat and clean
and attractive in bedrooms where the only
water for bathing was in a jug and basin on the
washstand, and when the clothes were cumber
some and far from wash-and-wear.
In addition to these difficulties, they had a
double role to play: they had to call on influen
tial citizens like perfect little ladies, and at the
same time nerve themselves up to rather brazen
“
unladylike”behavior in the street at meetings;
in short, they had to be both demure and aggres
sive. They had to appeal to the miner, the cow
hand, the banker, and the saloon keeper—and
their frequently antagonistic wives. Financial
support was always short, and they had to cope
with distances that were incredible, weather
that was frequently hostile, streets that were
either muddy or dusty, but they got their mes
sage across—they made it.

They were fortunate in Montana, Jeannette
says, because there were many men here who
remembered that their mothers had not come to
Montana to sit on a cushion and sew a fine
seam, but had come to work side by side with
their husbands: women who helped with the
haying, sat up with sick stock, brought up
bum lambs in the kitchen. There were men
whose mothers had chopped wood in freezing
weather, pumped water to heat in washpots, and
even made the soap that washed the sweat and
dust and mud out of their families’clothes—
women who cooked and canned the family food
on temperamental wood ranges. There were
women without a man to do their thinking for
them, widows who brought up families and saw
to it that children got to school and even to col
lege. These were not ladies of small brains,
unfit to handle problems, not ladies with Victor
ian delusions of delicacy, but people who had
contributed equally with men in a frontier so
ciety. Enough men in that legislature remem
bered them, and the suffrage amendment passed.
Later the men of the state ratified it by a vote
of 41,302 to 37,558, and in 1914 the long campaign
ended in success.
In 1916, Jeannette Rankin decided to run for
Congress. (Imagine! not only had she asked for
the vote, now she wanted to be voted for.) In
those days, the candidates for Congress ran from
the state at large, a task as expensive and oner
ous as running for the U.S. Senate. Without
radio and television, or even big daily news
papers, voters and supporters had to be sought
out individually, practically on a nose-to-nose
basis. Jeannette and her small band of volun
teers tacked up posters on telephone poles and
trees, handed out cards with her picture and a
description of what she hoped to accomplish as a
member of Congress. They set up meetings for
her to talk at one- and two-room schoolhouses in
the sparsely settled areas of the state, they went
to county fairs and ice cream socials and potluck
suppers, and they spent hours of time and en
ergy simply getting from here to there.
The same difficulties that faced the suffra
gettes were still operative: the hot dirty trains,
the inconvenient hotel rooms, the clothes and
grooming problems, the cars that continually
broke down or tires that ran flat in the middle
of nowhere. And always they faced the same
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just-below-the-surface prejudice against women
that Dorothy Bradley still faces today.
But Jeannette had faith in the women, and in
the men who were big enough to know what
women were worth. She spoke to them about
World War I and whether they wanted their
sons to be sent to fight it; she made them believe
that what they thought mattered; she talked to
the women as if they were people of pride and
dignity instead of chattels who should take their
pea-brains off into the kitchen and pretend they
had no minds or opinions. And, running in a
field of eight candidates (two to be elected), she
was elected—the first Congresswoman in the
United States, and that at a time when only a
tiny percentage of American women could even
vote.
But when the 1918 campaign for that seat
rolled around, she faced two big obstacles: one
was her vote against U.S. entry into World War
I, which had not been popular with all Montana
voters (even though she had campaigned on a
promise to vote against war); the other big
ger one was the fact that the politicians (and
The Company), apparently alarmed by the fact
a woman had actually beaten six male candi
dates in the race for Congress, had gerryman
dered the state into two districts, one heavily
Republican and the other, the western district
from which Jeannette, a Republican, must run,
heavily Democratic. (This is a neat political
device and one a present Congresswoman from
New York State, Bella Abzug, may face next
year.) Jeannette decided to run for the Senate
instead, and lost. But she learned a lot.
Among other things she has told me she
learned is the fact that women have a better
chance of election when they run in a field of
multiple candidates. In single-member districts
where only one person is to be elected, the
Republican and Democratic candidates tend to
play Tweedle-dum and Tweedle-dee: to push as
hard as possible for the center position in cam
paigning, to play down any idea that might lose
them a voter. When the people can choose more
than one candidate, they may pick a middle-ofthe-roader for first choice, but they can also vote
for a woman, a black, an ecologist, a peace can
didate, or anyone who represents a more sepa
rate point of view at the same time. She thinks
women should work hard for multiple-member
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districting—for the legislature, and especially
for congressional seats.
During the two decades before her next cam
paign for Congress, Jeannette worked with vari
ous peace groups around the country, which
meant she was out of the state a good deal. But
in 1940, with another war raging in Europe, she
felt the people of Montana should have a chance
to indicate whether they wanted their sons to
fight abroad again. First, she wrote all the school
districts in the western district offering to speak
at the high schools about the issues of war and
peace. All but two invited her to speak, and
when she urged the students to write their gov
ernment officials expressing their opinions, she
also counseled them to discuss their feelings
with their parents before writing. This helped
revitalize her presence as a Montanan, since the
discussions necessarily involved the name Jean
nette Rankin.
She also went to as many of the precinct com
mitteemen and women as she possibly could, to
ask them their advice and opinions on whether
she should run. This promotion had a double
purpose: she honestly wanted to know those
opinions, and it helped to wipe out any disad
vantage the opposition might use against her for
having been out of the state so much.
Campaigning in that year was logistically
easier, although campaigning for a woman can
never be easy. But even then, thirty years ago,
cars were better, roads less rutty, clothes more
practical. Radios ran speeches by candidates,
real speeches dealing with issues, not short im
age-building spots featuring catchy, but empty
slogans: Pay More, What For? or Let’
s Quit
Fooling Around. Campaigning was still largely
a matter of talking to people, going from town
to town, walking up and down streets, shaking
hands and asking questions about how voters
felt and what mattered to them; moving slowly
from the Seed and Feed to the Mercantile, from
the lobbies of little hotels to the Mint Cafe or
the Stockm an’
s Grill, driving from ranch house
to ranch house, speaking to small groups. She
was a Republican in a Democratic district, run
ning in a year when an enormously popular
Democratic President was expected to carry
most Democratic candidates into office on his
coattails, and she was a woman—and although
women had been voting for a number of years
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they had not yet coalesced into any kind of co
hesive voting bloc.
Yet she won, which should go far to say that
women can win political contests in spite of the
odds. Winning political races will probably
always be harder for women, just as it is harder
for them to become successful doctors, lawyers,
business executives, or full professors at univer
sities. But surely the more women who try, the
easier it will be for others to follow.
The November 5th Missoulian calls the 1971
Constitutional Convention election “
probably
the best day in state politics [for women] since

wom en’
s suffrage and Jeannette Rankin.” Al
most one-fifth of the delegates elected were
women.
As a final note let me add that the old cam
paigner is still on the trail. Aunt Jeannette at
the age of 91 is presently so busy lobbying the
Georgia Legislature to adopt multiple districting
that she could spare no time to write her own
story. Anyone who reads this should blame any
inaccuracies on me and not my aunt. For this is
a recollection, put together from bits and pieces
I remember, and not a statement from Jeannette
Rankin.
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Sexual Deviance in the Montana
House o f Representatives
Remembrances of the past session
by Montana9s youngest lady politician

(As my Father’
s eye caught the title of this
essay, he looked disapprovingly at me. “
How
did you know?”he queried.)
I knew because I was the deviant. There was
only one woman in the 1971 Montana House of
Representatives.
This particular fact led to some fascinating
moments, I must admit. Even during the cam
paign, long before the House went into session,
I became aware of the problems that a female in
politics must face. And to add to the problem,
I was twenty-three years old.
My first problems arose because my political
intuition had not begun to shape up. When I
filed to run (an overnight and slightly whimsi
cal decision, I am afraid), the newspaper carried
my filing statement with an unfortunate picture
in which the long mop of hair hanging down my
back subtracted at least ten years from my al
ready young age. So, what with my hair and a
pair of psychedelic bell bottoms, I started out
with a very sceptical constituency. But deter
mined not to get discouraged, I immediately
made a visit to one woman who had reportedly
referred to me as “
a G.D. hippie out to change
the world overnight.”We had a long, polite con
versation. The woman warmed up considerably
after I had listened to an hour of anti-communist

propaganda, and we parted on friendly terms. I
discovered some time later that she was not
even registered to vote. Evidently she was not
eager to change the world overnight, or at all,
for that matter.
Voter registration itself had its moments. I
remember sitting at a voter registration table
in Buttrey’
s one afternoon when a young, wild
looking freak approached. When he discovered
that I was running for the legislature he asked
my age. “
Guess,”I said. “
Do you believe in
ESP?”he asked. “
Of course,”I replied. “
Con
centrate,”he demanded. I did. Two minutes
later . . . “
You’
re twenty-three,”he matter-offactly stated. The other ladies at the table were
not just a little surprised.
Campaigning for the primaries was, on the
whole, a little discouraging. It was a time of
skin-toughening. Having led a sheltered life I
was not used to scathing criticism and smears.
But I did enjoy moving around my county
and making acquaintances. Among my favorite
places were the country bars. Some people feel
that a bar is the last place a political candidate
should enter, but my experiences led me to be
lieve that people at these bars were in very con
genial frames of mind, and were perhaps least
annoyed by my political endeavor. At any rate,

Dorothy Bradley was elected to the Montana House of Representatives from Gallatin County in 1970. She is one of
two women presently serving in the Montana legislature; the other woman legislator is State Senator Antoinette
F. Rosell from Yellowstone County. Miss Bradley was raised in Bozeman and attended the University of Colorado,
where she received a B.A. degree in anthropology in 1969.
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I met a charming retired farmer in one country
bar. He immediately asked me if I was a hawk
or a dove. I explained that I was running for
the state legislature, and his question was there
fore irrelevant. But he persisted, and finally I
told him that I most certainly was a dove. Just
as I was bracing myself for a barrage of pro-war
rhetoric he said, “
Good, I’
ll vote for ya.” We
talked for another hour. At the end of the con
versation, after he had rebuked me for being
young and radical, he said, “
Oh well. You is
what you is.” This new friend left me with the
thought that perhaps the generation gap was a
figment of som eone’
s imagination.
I stayed up for twenty-four hours on the night
of election returns from the primaries. The last
thing I had expected was that I would lead the
list of Democratic candidates. There is nothing
like a vote of confidence to boost the morale. For
the first time I realized that my candidacy was
no longer just a joke. Stimulated by such unex
pected success I set out to knock on every door
in the county. (I didn’
t make it.) It was fall,
and beautiful and crisp outside. My dog followed
loyally at my heels for the first few weeks. He
gradually wearied and sometimes waited at the
car as I rounded the block. The look in his eyes
was certainly not one of patience or bewilder
ment. Rather, it was one of great superiority,
just like the look he wears when he watches me
mow the lawn on a hot day from his patch of
cool shade. I increasingly wonder if intelligent
life on earth is not represented by the canine
family. Perhaps my greatest door-to-door prob
lem was my usual inefficiency. Political friends
told me I should move at the rate of three min
utes a door. But I would meet pleasant elderly
ladies in the process of fall pickling and canning,
who would ask me to come in and rest my feet.
All too often I would discover after an hour of
chatting that they were not registered to vote.
As one of them told me, “
I just don’
t want to
give them any more encouragement.”
But I know I would rather knock on ten
blocks worth of doors than face a shopping cen
ter. As a female candidate I never became quite
bold enough to be the true hand-shaking, smil
ing politician with bunches of strangers. Once
when I wandered downtown, I ran into a serious
old gentleman who questioned me on “
what
interesting thing I was going to do up there?”
Following the advice of my many helpers, I re

sponded with the confident question, “
What in
teresting things would you like me to do up
there?”He scratched his head, and a small smile
crept across his face. “
Wahl,”he said, “
how
about an affair with the governor?”
During my final campaign I had one rather
hilarious setback. I had ordered many thousand
litter bags to give out, with the brilliant thought
that I would use no billboards or other obnox
ious material to desecrate the landscape. On the
litterbags, in large letters, was the slogan, “
Dor
othy is for the Birds.” This was followed in
smaller print saying, “
and the elk and bears and
for Montana.” What a blow it was when I
started receiving phone calls from distressed
persons who complained that I loved the ani
mals but not the people. I tried to make it under
stood that behind a great deal of my love for
animals was the hope that future generations
would enjoy them as I did. But I was never sure
I convinced the callers.
My smart slogan was the crux of numerous
jokes, as I should have predicted. One legislator
brought many smiles when he wondered aloud
about my slogan and that of Representative
Shoup’
s. “
We really ought to get you two to
gether,”he said. “
This is too good to resist when
we have one who is ‘
for the birds and the bees’
and the other who thinks ‘
it is time to quit fool
ing around.’
”
With early November came election night. I
cannot begin to describe it. Like many candi
dates, I hoped for the best but expected the
worst. An election is an amazing event. Surely
there is nothing which can create a more brazen
egotist. It is brash to run in the first place, with
the notion that one wants to represent others.
Gaining their support clinches it. And yet, I
don’
t remember a more humble moment in my
life.
After the excitement of the election had worn
off, the hard work began. Life was nothing but
meetings and mail. (I vowed to never again
complain about lack of mail.) But the contents
of the mail forecast some of the interesting
events which were yet to come from being a fe
male politician. I received such warm, personal
letters. Some even had the familiar greeting
“
Dear Dorothy.” But inevitably a paragraph
would appear in the middle of the letter saying
as one letter put it, “
I trust, Sir, . . . .”
I also received many letters with complimen-
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tary services for my Helena visit. One such let
ter offered me a free shave and haircut, and an
opportunity to try on the latest in toupee styles
guaranteed to bring back my youth. Just what
I needed.
Eventually the time came for me to drive to
Helena; I think the terror subsided and the
frustration began with a speeding ticket in East
Helena.
Equally as frightening as my first week in
Helena was the day for the introduction of my
litter bill. The bill was short and simple, but I
trembled as I saw the first person rise to ques
tion me. Then, in the lingo peculiar only to poli
ticians in their place of office, he asked, “
Will
the lady from Gallatin yield?”There were a few
moments of prolonged silence, followed by loud
guffawing in the House. Nothing else could have
relaxed me more completely, but I realized at
the same time that the language of the House
was not adapted for women.
There were too many jokes to enumerate. For
one, I was surely the last of all the freshmen to
receive a message requesting that I meet W. F.
Sanders, who was waiting for me on the ro
tunda. After fifteen minutes of searching the
empty area, I discovered a tall, bronze statue
with the engraving, “
W. F. Sanders.”
Many events I remember with wistfulness.
One forgets the exhaustion, embarrassment,
frustration, and hopelessness. I had even forgot
ten the letters I received on the abortion issue,
until I read back over them this past week. They
ranged from one person who informed me that
God was preparing an extra hot place for me in
hell, to another, who in the bluntest of terms,
wished an unwanted pregnancy on me for hav
ing made light of such a serious social matter.
But I had forgotten these, and they don’
t matter
much any more. I remember my scepticism
when a veteran legislator told me how many
wonderful people I would meet; he was right,
and I miss them.
I seriously believe that women should make a
greater effort to have their sex more numer
ously represented. Although I was spoiled with
attention, I would not want to be the one deviant again. The situation had some positive fac
tors. I was given special consideration leading to
such privileges as serving on two committees of
my choice. I had publicity, which although overdone, gave me an advantage in my campaign,
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and gave my issues more than their share of
attention. A woman in politics is relatively rare,
and any element of uniqueness is a great asset
in a campaign.
But the need for more women in the legisla
tive process is a serious one because of the num
bers of issues which lie in the realm of women.
These issues are dealt with by the legislature
at a time when it is only outdated tradition that
has made men the decision-makers. The abor
tion issue provides the best illustration. Of
course, women are divided on this issue. But the
fact remains that the reform bill was killed by
ninety-five male votes against it and only four
in favor; the one female vote in the House was
for it. If women are dissatisfied they must sim
ply show more faces for the final vote.
Equally important, I tend to think that the
approach of women is basically different than
the approach of men. The same tradition which
made men the decision-makers also gave women
the qualities of gentleness and compassion. My
thought on m en’
s lib is that these qualities most
certainly should not be hoarded by women.
But until this changes it is the responsibility of
women to make these qualities part of the peer
pressure of the political system. A newspaper
article which described the public hearing on
the kindergarten bill stated something to the
effect that women speak in terms of values,
while men speak in terms of finance. Both ap
proaches are needed.
I also think that perhaps women are more
issue-oriented while men are more politicaloriented. This undoubtedly depends a great deal
on the individual. Speaking for myself, my or
iginal motivation in running for the legislature
was to work on environmental issues. I was con
vinced that there must be more legislators who
are sympathetic to that cause. This type of issue
aproach is good because it allows for a degree of
specialization, but it can be overdone if the rep
resentative specializes at the expense of other
issues which are very important to his constitu
ency. For this reason it is wholesome to also
have those legislators who make a point of being
widely informed on a variety of subjects, even
if this effort is motivated by interest in a politi
cal career. However, when the career-oriented
legislator reaches the point at which he cares
more about his political future than voting his
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conscience or judgment, this approach can no
longer be justified. Therefore, I again maintain
that both approaches are needed.
And finally, more women in politics will even
tually lead to the day when they are accepted
as part of the normal group, instead of being
treated as an oddity. For example, in the special
session I introduced an anti-SST resolution.
During the floor debate I first discussed my
reasons for trying to overturn the committee
report, which had ruled my resolution out of
order, and then proceeded to give a tirade on the
evils of the SST. I was informed, at the con
clusion, that I was not supposed to discuss the
SST at all during the debate but only the ruling
of the committee. In complimentary (but frus
trating) language, I was told that since I was a
girl I had been allowed special privileges, so I
had not been challenged on point of order, as I
should have been. The statement summed up
the feeling of the legislature very adequately—
that I was not yet one of them. The statement
made my resolution a joke, and it reminded me
that if I had asked some male to introduce my
resolution, I could have avoided the jest.

There were, of course, many moments when I
enjoyed being the interesting addition in the
back row, but when it came down to the battle
over an issue about which I am deeply con
cerned, it was not so pleasant. Perhaps this was
the area in which my sympathies lay with
wom en’
s lib. I would have been happier had my
issues been argued only on their own merits,
since that would mean I had been given the best
of legislative privileges—that of being accepted.
But I would be the last to claim that my legis
lative experience was anything less than amaz
ing, educational, exciting, and even fun. I cannot
say (like most ambiguous politicians) if I will
run again. I think it is important that public
servant jobs rotate a fair amount. The prima
donna syndrome is an easy one to fall into. But
deep inside I would like to try again. I have a
great image fixed in my mind, of the day when
I finally have courage to take the chair for the
afternoon. I would stand up there and whack
that gavel. And when the moment came, I would
look at the voting machine, wait the perfect
measured minute, and then ask, “
Would anyone
like to change . . her . . vote?”
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The Equal Rights Amendment—
What It Will and W on’
t Do
Editorial Note: The following article
is a reprint of a pamphlet put out by the
Department of Labor’
s C itizen ’
s Advis
ory Counicl on the Status of Women,
Jacqueline C. Gutwillig, Chairman
Recent passage of the Equal Rights
Amendment by the U.S. House of Rep
resentatives has brought this issue
to the attention of men and women
throughout the nation. Although we
know of no set date, the Equal Rights
Amendment is on the Senate calendar
and should be coming up for debate and
a vote very soon.
The February 1972 Montana Business
Quarterly will feature a discussion of
the Equal Rights Amendment by Sen
ator Lee Metcalf.
The following article is printed here
to inform our readers about the major
effects and implications of the proposed
amendment. We invite our readers to
comment on this issue. Arguments pro
or con will be featured in the February
(Winter) issue of the Quarterly.
The Equal Rights Amendment. The proposed
Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution
reads as follows:
Equality of rights under the law shall
not be denied or abridged by the United
States or by any State on account of
sex. (emphasis supplied)
General Effect on Federal and State Laws and
Official Practices. The Equal Rights Amend
ment would not nullify all laws distinguishing
on the basis of sex, but would require that the

law treat men and women equally. Equal treat
ment can be accomplished either by extending
the law which applies only to one sex to the
other sex, or by rendering the law unconstitu
tional as denying equality of rights to one sex.
The consideration of the ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment by the individual States will
give ample opportunity and time for States to
decide on modifications to adjust their laws to
the Amendment where needed. Any modifica
tions could be made so long as no distinctions
are based on sex.
In interpreting the Equal Rights Amendment
the courts will consider the intent of Congress,
particularly the views expressed by the propon
ents of the Amendment. The following is a sum
mary of the effects the proposed amendment
would have, as reflected in the House debate on
the Amendment and in Senate reports in pre
vious years.
Alimony, Child Support, and Custody Laws.
Present laws will not be invalidated. In those
States where alimony is limited to women, men
will become eligible under the same circum
stances as women. The welfare of the child will
be the criterion for child custody as it is in most
States now. Provisions of law giving mothers
(or fathers) preference will be inoperative.
The National Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws recently adopted a Uniform Mar
riage and Divorce Act, the terms of which are in
accord with the Equal Rights Amendment. It
provides for alimony for either spouse (called
“
maintenance”), child support obligations for
both spouses in accordance with their means,
and custody of children based on the welfare of
the child.
It should be kept in mind that the great major-
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ity of divorce arrangements covering these areas
are agreed to by the parties without litigation.
Dower Rights. Dower laws will not be nulli
fied. Dower rights will be extended to men in
those few states where men do not have a right
in their wives’estates.
Property Rights of Married Women. Special
restrictions on property rights of married
women would be invalidated; married women
could engage in business as freely as men and
manage their separate property such as inherit
ances and earnings.
Status of Homemaker. Congresswoman Dwyer
of New Jersey said on August 10 in the debate in
the House of Representatives on the Equal
Rights Amendment: “
It would not take women
out of the home. It would not downgrade the
roles of mother and housewife. Indeed, it would
give new dignity to these important roles. By
confirming women’
s equality under the law, by
upholding women’
s right to choose her place in
society, the equal rights amendment can only
enhance the status of traditional women’
s occu
pations. For these would become positions ac
cepted by women as equals, not roles imposed on
them as inferiors.”(116 Cong. Record, H. 7952)
State “
Protective”Labor Laws Now Applying
Only to Women. Minimum wage laws and rest
period and lunch period laws will be extended
to men. Laws prohibiting hours of work beyond
a specified number, night work, employment in
particular occupations, and weightlifting laws
will be invalidated. There will probably not be
any of the prohibitory laws in effect by the time
the Equal Rights Amendment is ratified, as a
result of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964. Leading court decisions, changes by state
legislatures, rulings by state attorneys general,
and guidelines of the Equal Employment Op
portunity Commission all clearly point in this
direction.
The Equal Rights Amendment would not pro
hibit special maternity benefits. Furthermore,
only Puerto Rico gives any special benefit and
its terms may discourage employers from hiring
women. In fact, laws in several states prohibit
employment of women during specified periods
before and after childbirth but do not require
reemployment or even require employers to
give any of the benefits given for other forms
of temporary disability. Two states have tem
porary disability insurance plans that include

benefits for loss of employment due to childbirth
along with other types of temporary disability,
but this is not a special benefit.
Employment The Equal Rights Amendment
would restrict only governmental action and
would not apply to purely private action. It
would not affect private employment; it would
prohibit discrimination by government as an
employer—federal, state, county, and city, in
cluding school boards. One of the largest group
of employees affected are teachers, professors,
and other employees of public schools and state
institutions of higher education. It would re
quire equal pay for equal work only for em
ployees of government. The coverage of private
employees under present equal pay laws would
not be extended or otherwise modified.
Education. The Equal Rights Amendment
would prohibit restriction of public schools to
one sex and it would prohibit public institutions
from requiring higher admission standards for
women (or men in case any exist).
Federal Social Security. The Equal Rights
Amendment would extend to widowers of cov
ered women workers the benefits now provided
only to widows of covered men workers. For
example, widowers with minor children would
receive a benefit based on their deceased w ife’
s
employment under the same circumstances a
widow with minor children would receive.
A man retiring at age 62 would have his bene
fit computed under the same formula as a
woman retiring at 62. (This particular inequity
would be corrected by the Social Security Act
Amendments that passed the House of Repre
sentatives this session and are now pending in
the Senate.)
Other Governmental Pension and Retirement
Plans. Any preference in treatment given to one
sex or to survivors of one sex would be extended
to the other sex. The Equal Rights Amendment
would have no bearing on private pension and
retirement plans. Many are now covered by
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Military Service and Jury Service. Women
would be subject to jury service and military
service under the same conditions as men.
Women with children in their personal care
could be excused from either obligation just as
men could be under the same circumstances.
Being subject to military service would not nec
essarily mean they would have to serve in all
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assignments any more than all men serve in all
assignments. Women volunteers would have to
be admitted under the same standards as men;
they now have to meet higher standards. Dur
ing World War II many thousands of women
served, many of them in dangerous assignments.
This Administration is making every effort to
move to a volunteer service; the issue of the
draft may, therefore, be moot by the time the
Amendment is ratified.
Criminal Law. The Equal Rights Amendment
would invalidate laws prescribing longer prison
sentences for women than for men for the same
offense (or vice versa, if such exist), different
ages for treatment as adults for purposes of
criminal law, and laws permitting imprisonment
of women who have not committed any offense.
It would require equal opportunity for rehabili
tation, including access to treatment for drug
addiction and alcoholism. It would not affect
laws relating to rape.
Psychological and Social. The Equal Rights
Amendment will directly affect only wom en’
s
legal rights. It will not affect the social rela
tionship between the sexes.
There are, however, intangible psychological
benefits already accruing to women. The fight
for the Equal Rights Amendment is forging a
new solidarity among women that fosters selfconfidence and the courage to use rights already
theirs but not claimed because of fears.
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Women of all ages and political persuasion,
all occupations, black and white, union women
and business women, housewives and working
women, have worked together with men to se
cure passage of the Equal Rights Amendment
in the House of Representatives.
SOURCES
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W oman’
s Suffrage in the
1889 Constitutional Convention
Voices from the past speak
on the rights of women

Editor’
s Introduction
During M ontana’
s original Constitutional Con
vention in 1889, the issue of woman’
s suffrage
was the subject of much heated debate. Some
advocates wanted to include a clause in the
body of the constitution itself giving women the
power to vote; others, fearful that such a clause
would defeat the whole constitution at the all
male polls, proposed that the state legislature
should be given power to decide if and when
women should be given the privilege of voting.
In the end, all such proposals were defeated
by a small margin and the original constitution
of the state of Montana contained no provision
on woman’
s suffrage. In 1914, however, the is
sue was put before the men of the state and they
finally voted to include women in the demo
cratic process. (For an entertaining discussion
of that campaign see Mackey Brown’
s article
on Jeannette Rankin, which appears on page 23
of this magazine.)
The situation in 1972 will be vastly different.
Not only did women vote for delegates to the
Convention, but many were elected. In fact, 19
out of the 100 delegates—or nearly 20 percent—
are women. They come from all parts of the
state, from varying political points of view, and
range in age from the twenties to the seventies.
And we can be sure that they will make them
selves heard and felt in the forthcoming de
bates.
The excerpts below are from the 1889 discus
sion before the Committee of the Whole on an

amendment to the suffrage laws that would
have given the legislature the power to decide
whether women could vote. The motion was
defeated.
Readers will note that although many argu
ments for and against seem dated and outland
ish, others are still timely. If the 1972 Conven
tion is presented with a provision similar to the
Equal Rights Amendment passed by the U.S.
House of Representatives this autumn and now
pending in the Senate (see page 31 of this issue
for a discussion of that bill), we can expect a
rehash of much that went before, as well as
arguments not dreamed of in the nineteenth
century.
In wom en’
s struggle to achieve equal rights
and opportunities, the debate continues un
abated.

Excerpts from the 1889 Convention 1
Mr. Bickford of Missoula: Mr. Chairman, . . .
the proposition which I do propose to discuss
before the conventions is . . . that the legisla
ture shall have the power to confer upon women
the right and privileges of electors to vote in
any or all elections. (Emphasis added) In the
first place it must be remembered by the mem
bers of this convention that in proposing for the
people of this territory a constitution that we *
*These excerpts are taken from pp. 347-76 of the Pro
ceedings and Debates of the Constitutional Convention
of 1889.
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are creating a fundamental law; one which,
so far as we are concerned, is intended to last
for all time. It then becomes our duty to weigh
carefully every proposition that is submitted
here as a bearing upon the future welfare of the
people of this territory, and of the territory
itself. . . .
While I am not at the present time in favor
of conferring upon the women the right of suf
frage, while I am opposed to the conferring
upon them the right of suffrage, it is their own
fault it is so. The reason is because they do not
avail themselves of the privilege of suffrage at
the time when it is conferred upon them; but
I do say in this connection that the right of suf
frage is just as much a natural right to the
women part of creation as it is to mankind.
(Emphasis added) I say then that this propo
sition or the right perhaps of suffrage, is either
a natural right which comes to us in the same
way that the right to live, to breathe and to
exist comes, or it is a right which is conferred
upon us by the state in which we live. Viewed
from either of the standpoints mentioned, it is
still a right which should be conferred; viewed
in either way it is a right which belongs to
them, because they are just as capable of exer
cising the right of suffrage as mankind is, just
as capable of discriminating so far as voting is
concerned as are the men.. ..
. . . in 1866 there was established in the
United States what was known as a wom an’
s
suffrage association. This was the immediate
outgrowth of the fact that about that time there
was enfranchised in the south nearly one mil
lion voters who before that time occupied a
position of servitude, who had been slaves in
fact. At that time the argument was advanced
and urged by the people of this country with
every appearance of reason and fairness that if
the government of the United States was about
to enfranchise a million voters of the ignorant
classes, that it was only fair that this reform
should go one step further and enfranchise the
women. They said, “
we are superior to the
negroes; we can cast a more intelligent vote
than the negroes; we can cast a ballot that will
reflect the sentiment of this country better
than the persons who have just come from a
state of servitude,”and that argument, I think,
has never been refuted to this day.
. . . If it is true that the sentiment in favor
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of woman suffrage has been gaining ground,
. . . ought we not in our constitution to make a
provision which will make it possible for the
Legislature to confer the right of suffrage upon
women, if in the future it becomes the prevail
ing public sentiment that they should have the
right to vote? (Applause)
. . . Now, sir, in the state of Massachusetts
in the year 1878 . . . the republican convention
of that state .. . recognized upon the floor of the
convention Lucy Stone and Mary A. Livermore,
the first women who ever in the history of the
United States appeared upon the political arena
in a convention of politicians. We find that
in 1878 the republican platform . . . recognized
this in their platform as a principle which
should receive at the hands of the republican
party a fair consideration. We find then that
from that time on there has been organized in
this country a political party known as The
Woman’
s Rights party. It has grown so far as
to place in the field a candidate for the Presi
dency of the United States.. .. Then we find . ..
that in many of the states and territories or at
least a few, . . . the right to vote has been con
ferred upon women. We find that the right
has been conferred upon women to vote in the
state of Kansas in municipal matters, and in
matters appertaining to the schools. The re
ports which come to us from Kansas concerning
this right and the exercise of it by women dem
onstrate the fact that it has been wisely used....
Enough it is to say that in every place where
the right has been conferred upon women it has
been for the good of the polls. ... It is not true
that by going to the polls the woman is degraded
to the level of the man, nor is it true that on the
other hand the difficulties that present them
selves to every honest American citizen are en
tirely done away with. It is not true that the
ballot is purified to any great extent by the
presence of women, nor is [sic] it true that she
suffers from any contaminating influences
which she finds at the polls. Therefore, taking
this conservative view of the matter, and believ
ing that as the framers of a fundamental law,
as the persons who sit here for the purpose of
saying what the rights of our citizens shall be for
perhaps years to come, I say that this right
should be conferred upon the Legislature.
. . . women are not among the criminal clas
ses. It is proposed in this proposition, No. 14,
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that the criminal classes shall be excluded from
the right of suffrage, or at least that portion
of them who are so unfortunate as to go within
the walls of the penitentiary. There is an argu
ment right in that one fact in favor of woman
suffrage, that it is almost impossible for the
opponents of the movement to overcome, be
cause it is shown by the statistics of this country
that not one-tenth of the criminal classes come
from the woman’
s side. I feel that every man
who has a wife, every man who has a mother,
every man who has a woman friend that he re
spects, should vote in favor of this proposition
because he owes it to them. I believe he should
vote in favor of this proposition because by so
doing he will add one ornament at least to the
bright crown of the state of Montana. (Ap
plause) I believe, sir, that it will be a step in
the onward march of progress. I believe it will
be a step in the march of political progress of
which no man in this convention will ever be
ashamed. I believe, sir, in arguing this proposi
tion or any possible substitute, that every mem
ber of this convention will do himself justice and
will do his constituents justice, and that they
will approve all that he does; that they will be
proud of him as a man, liberal enough in his
convictions to allow him to vote as he thought
proper in the interest of progress, in the interest
of good government; and in the interest of no
thing more nor less than an act of simple actual
justice. (Applause)
*

*

*

Mr. Burleigh of Custer: While I concur in a
great deal that has been enunciated by the gen
tleman who has just taken his seat, . . . while
I endorse every word he says in regard to
woman suffrage, I think he has introduced it in
the wrong time. I want this matter of suffrage
to come up during the latter days of my ex
istence when I can put myself upon record with
out any embarrassment or any sense of grati
tude. If he thinks more of the ladies than I do,
and have for the last fifty years, he is a wonder
ful man—a very wonderful man (Laughter) and
I say here I want the question proposed fairly
and squarely. And I thought when he got up
here in the face of this fashionable audience
that he was a good deal like old Adam in the
Garden of Eden when he tasted of the forbidden

fruit. God took his cane and walked around
there in the garden—I don’
t know whether He
had a cane, but He took something anyhow—
and said, “
Adam, where are thou?” And Adam
came out from under a bush—or whatever they
had there in the Garden of Eden—and then the
Lord went on and told him what he had said
about the tree of life and the garden, and the
old coward got up and said, said he, “
the woman
tempted me.”
Now, I don’
t want any excuse of temptations
or anything of that kind. I want the man who is
in favor of female suffrage to introduce a neg
ative and independent proposition and so help
me God, I will support him. (Applause) When I
come to consider the matter as I have for many
years, I think it is right. And why not? Where
did I get my intellect from, what little I have,
but from the good mother who bore me? Where
did I get my consolation from when I had the
colic in infancy? It was from the spoon, and
from the little package of medicament contain
ing catnip, peppermint or pennyroyal. When I
was sick on my bed who consoled me? My
mother. Who taught me what little I know of
the world to come. That mother. She gave me
every inspiration that has ever tended to en
noble me however much I have held it off. She
gave me my intelligence, my education, and
everything and for me to turn around now and
say she shall not be allowed the same rights
I enjoy would be sacrilege and would merit the
reprobation of Heaven as it would of men on
earth. And I say to my friend if he will bring
a proposition up here that is fair and square—
I am not going around looking for popular
clamor or popular fame or anything of that kind
—but if he will bring that proposition up fairly
and squarely, I will support it if I die in my
tracks. (Applause)
* * ♦
Mr. MeAdow of Fergus: The Organic Act
which creates our territory empowers the leg
islature to confer upon women the rights of
suffrage. In one of our sister territories, Wyo
ming, the experiment has been tried for now
some twenty years, and from the best testimony
that we have, from the judges on the bench
in that territory, from the Governor, from prom
inent citizens, it has been a grand success.
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Now, Mr. Chairman, I believe that it will re
dound to the credit of this state if w e put a
clause to this constitution empowering the legis
lature to grant the rights of suffrage to the
women. We do not. want to close the door in
the face of our intelligent women. We do not
want to build up a Chinese wall that will for
ever prevent them from the rights of suffrage.
I believe, sir, that to place in the hands of women
the ballot it will be an effective weapon, for
the working girl can say to her employer, you
shall pay me the same wages for the same ser
vices. (Applause) It will place in the hands of
the mother an effective weapon to protect her
home, her children, and her person from the
unjust acts of a brutal husband, if she can say
to him “
I can vote; I will cast my vote for an
officer that will enforce the laws, that will pro
tect me.” In these foreign countries I believe
today nearly every one of them extends the
right of suffrage either by law or by inheritance
to the woman. This republican government is
the only country I believe today that prohibits
the suffrage from one-half of our people.
It has been said upon this floor that govern
ment is upon the consent of the governed. Now,
I would like to know if women are to be gov
erned and have not a voice in the making of
the laws. They are amenable to them; they are
brought into court and tried by one-half of the
enfranchised citizens of the state. I have heard
the expression here that this is a government for
the people and by the people. Now, gentlemen,
if our intelligent women are not people what are
they? Our fundamental laws are certainly con
flicting with what we are doing at present, and
I believe, sir, if we grant this right of suffrage
to women it will redound to our credit. I think
at present it would be proper and right to place
in our constitution the right of suffrage for
women, but if that cannot be done, I trust there
is sufficient liberality among the members of
this convention—that liberality for which Mon
tana is noted—not to close the doors and build
up a wall against the rights of our women.
* * *
Mr. Callaway of Madison: . . . long ago I have
been convinced that we would have a better
government, a purer government, based upon
better principles of justice, if women were al
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lowed to vote, than our present government.
There are, however, some objections to the
amendment of the gentleman from Silver Bow
I would be in favor of submitting a separate
proposition to be voted upon by the people, not
incorporated as a part of the constitution be
cause it might endanger us.... I believe, sir, that
I would rather favor at the polls the proposition
offered by the gentleman from Fergus.
Yet there are some embarrassments it is fair
to say. I will take this illustration now, that I
have made to myself, and I say it frankly to the
gentlemen of this convention that in some one
of the several standpoints I am satisfied that
my w ife’
s vote at the polls would, as a rule, be
as good or better than mine; but I would not
favor any proposition that would subject her
to military duty. The basis of military duty
is that of suffrage. Now it might be—she is a
very domestic lady—I don’
t think she is am
bitious to become a military hero at all—I think
she leaves that to her husband; but if she
should want to raise a military company over
there at Virginia and to go to some encampment,
as they did here last fall, and be subject to the
same kind of grub that they furnished here at
Helena, that she would have cause for a divorce.
Again, sir, she is rather a popular lady, well edu
cated, and it might be that the people of Mon
tana would want to elect her Governor and in
that case when I walked along the streets my
friends would say, “
there goes the husband of
the Governor.” That, Mr. Chairman, would be
unjust discrimination. I would not like it. And
again it might be that they would want her to
run for Congress—to go to the Senate or the
House of Representatives. I think, Mr. Chair
man, that I would oppose that. I think it would
be better for her to stay at home and take care
of her babies, where she does very well. It
would seem to me that in that case more ap
propriate and more accordingly to the eternal
fitness of things if I were to go to Congress and
she were to take care of the babies, though I
am not a candidate. If you will provide in this
constitution that she shall have the right of
suffrage, but not be eligible to office except
pertaining to school elections, and be exempt
from military and jury duty, I will give it my
hearty support.
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Mr. Rickards of Silver Bow: ... I say I have
always been a warm adherent of the doctrine if
you will call it such that the right of suffrage
rightfully, if you please, belongs to women; but
I am that shrewd a businessman to know that it
is the party of policy that when you cannot get
all you want to take what you can get, and I
am persuaded that if we should incorporate in
our constitution a clause giving to women the
right of suffrage, there are ungallant men
enough in Montana to defeat that constitution.
Therefore, I do not stand before you and urge
that. This resolution, or rather the amendment
now pending, asks a very reasonable thing; it
is simply to give us as a state what we have
had ever since we have been a territory.
. . . Now, I confess to you that I am not
ashamed—and never expect to be ashamed or
apologize to any man or set of men for my ad
herence to these principles. I say it with pride,
that I have taken my w ife’
s hand upon my arm
and led her to the polls and voted with her upon
school questions. I loved her just as dearly, re
posed just as much confidence in her afterwards
as I had done before; and I believe gentlemen,
that the time will come when all of us who have
wives—I wish you all had— will be glad of the
opportunity some time—I do not say all times—
but will be glad of the opportunity in taking that
one by the hand or arm which has borne us
children, who has nursed us in our sickness,
who has been to us more than all else on earth,
to help us knock down into smithereens the
machinations of brutal men. (Applause) I say I
believe the time will come when we will gladly
avail ourselves of that opportunity. Now, when
that time comes I would want the women to help
us smash the states or do anything else that has
been set up against right and decency, I want
the legislature to have the power to give them
that right. . . .
♦ * *
Mr. Whitehill of Deer Lodge: I do not know of
any question that has come before this conven
tion in which I feel a deeper interest than the
one which is being discussed at present, but it
seems to me that the advocates of this proposi
tion have not stated all there is in it.... I would
gladly vote for this proposition if I believed that
the good women of this land, the good mothers,

the good women we all respect—if I believed
that one half of them even were desirous of hav
ing this proposition passed, I would gladly sup
port it.
But to go back to the proposition I say that
it is a law of nature—it is implanted in the
human system—it is a law of God you might
say—that this difference exists. It is not
through any desire of the men to be tyrants
over women to prevent them from having their
just rights, that I oppose this. I think the men
who are opposed to this are animated with
quite as chivalric principles as any of the ad
vocates of it, and I am free to say that they
would go as far in protecting the rights of
women as any men would. I say that when it
comes to protecting the married woman in her
rights of property I will go as far as any man in
this convention. I say it is unjust that a lazy
loafer of a husband who is married to a woman
can take away her property from her should she
receive any. I say that that is unjust to the
women, and for that purpose and to that extent
I will go so far in passing laws that will pro
tect the women in the rights of property as any
person. But when it comes to giving the rights
of suffrage to women I say we are going against
a law—we are setting aside a relation which I
say has been divinely implanted, that is the
marriage relation. If we are prepared to say
now that marriage is a failure, why then I am in
favor of giving the women the right of suffrage.
If there are to be no marriages, I can see no
reason why the women should not vote; but
so long as this institution is a part of our gov
ernment—and it is; it cannot be avoided—why
then I say that I am opposed to this, because it
is the entering wedge which will bring about
not woman’
s elevation, but her downfall. Now,
I have seen it in some of the constitutions, and
it is in many of them, that marriage is a civil
contract. If that be so, if there is nothing more
in this relation than that it is a civil contract,
why then it is proper for women to be divorced
at any time they can agree with their husbands.
But, is there any person who believes in any
such doctrine?
Now, I say that woman’
s influence is exercised
in a different way. To be sure she has no right
to vote but what home is there in which the
mother is not respected? What son is there that
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will not protect that mother and do everything
in his power that she desires; what husband—
and I would say in regard to Brother Rickards’
proposition that he has been proud to lead his
wife to the polls, I would say that if she voted
a different ballot, I do not believe he would
have so gladly taken her to the polls; and that
is just where the trouble comes in. So long as
the woman obeys the man and votes as he does,
he is glad to take her to the polls, but the instant
she refused to be governed in that vote as he
desires, there is where the dissension enters
that will cause division—that will cause the
downfall of woman instead of her elevation.
*

*

*

Mr. Breen of Jefferson: I may not be as well
versed, or I may not be as well acquainted in
the ways of entertaining this convention upon
questions affecting the common welfare of the
people as the majority of our speakers here are,
but I desire to say that I trust my sense of justice
may be as well developed as that of the gentle
man from Deer Lodge. He claims that Mr.
Rickards’wife may vote this way, if Mr. Rick
ards lets her. Now I would be willing to wager
a new hat that if the gentleman from Deer
Lodge has a wife that she will vote every time
the contrary way from what he votes and that’
s
what’
s the matter with him. (Laughter and ap
plause)
... I heard a lady on this floor since I have
been attending this convention say that it made
her shudder to think that the men of her town
that she saw marched up to the polls and voted
were making laws under which her children
were compelled to live and grow up. I am the
brother of six sisters. Every one of them is as
intelligent, every one as sensible, and all pos
sess a better education than I do, and I am wil
ling to grant the ladies of Montana the right of
suffrage, not only in the future at any time if
the legislature sees fit to grant them this priv
ilege, but at the present time. . . . (Applause)
*

*

*

Mr. Sargent of Silver Bow: I am in favor of
giving women an equal stance with men. Placed
side by side in every relation of life, she is . . .
a wise counsellor and a true helpmate. . . . Man
in his supreme egotism and selfishness has
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unjustly arrogated to himself the sole right to
manage and mismanage affairs of state and has
denied this right to woman. Our government is
but the family enlarged, and in the government
of the family woman bears an equal share, she
exercises equal judgment, more tact and in
finitely more patience than man. If in this small
sphere she is a credit and success why should
she not be equally successful in a wider field?
But it is said that politics is degrading and that
if a woman engages in it she will lose some of
that charm and grace of manner and mien
to which man looks up with so much admiration
and respect. I fail to see why it should be so.
... To illustrate the prejudice which has al
ways existed against the advancement of
women, a few years ago there was not a college
in our country where a woman could acquire a
higher education and when the doors of the first
college—Oberlin I believe— were opened to the
co-education of the sexes a howl of indignation
and horror went up from one end of the land
to the other at the shocking spectacle of a young
lady sitting side by side with a young man try
ing to gain a liberal education. Today two hun
dred colleges open their doors to four thousand
women who are engaged in friendly competition
with men to acquire intellectual light and literal
education. I dare say, and I affirm that the pre
judice which exists today against woman’
s votes
is just as senseless and just as unjust as that
which existed a few years ago against her ac
quiring an education; . . . There are many rea
sons why I think women should vote. Among
them, because her vote will not be a purchasable
commodity; because she will not descend to the
methods of the ward politician; because I be
lieve if she ever be elected to any convention or
legislative body she will not consume the time
by introducing resolutions which are nothing
but buncombe; because her influence and poli
tics will be on the side of law and order and
peace, and on the side of morality and of the
purity of the ballot, and that she will be for
good government. For these and for many other
reasons which might be given I am in favor
of her enfranchisement and in favor of giving
the legislature the power to grant it in their
discretion.
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Mr. Maginnis of Lewis & Clarke: I had not
thought to speak upon this subject, but the taunt
of my friend from Missoula that all the argu
ment has been made on one side and none on the
other, had induced me to make some apology
for the gentlemen who vote against the proposi
tion. I take no issue with the gentlemen who
have eulogized the intelligence and the virtue of
women. I fully agree with the gentlemen who
said they possessed three-fourths of the virtues
and more than half the intelligence of the
country; I would even increase the ratio. But
I cannot see that any argument that has yet
been made goes to the foundation of this ques
tion.
After all is said and done the primary element
behind all government is force. Why do the
majority rule? . . . it is because two men are
more powerful and can put down one man, and
because three men are more powerful and can
put down two men, that the right of the majority
upon which governments are founded is now
being recognized by mankind. . . . Upon this
fundamental principle the American govern
ment is founded.
The conditions of her nature, the limitations
of her sex, forever preclude woman from being
called upon to enforce the decrees of govern
ment. It is admitted even by the gentlemen who
favor female suffrage that it is not a natural
right, that it is a political privilege bestowed by
governments upon its citizens in such manner
as shall best tend to preserve and perpetuate
and maintain that government against all the
perils that threaten human government. Sup
pose we had a State with a majority of female
voters, as Massachusetts has today. Suppose
that they unanimously should enact a line of
law which the minority, the other sex, were
called upon to enforce, what sort of a govern
ment would you have, or on what sort of founda
tion would it be based?
It is upon this ground that we must maintain
the government as it is unless it is going to
perish. Why, one of my friends talked about
the enfranchisement of the negro during the
war—the illiterate negro of the south. From
the very moment that the uniform of the United
States was put upon the black man and the
musket placed in his hands to defend the
country, it became evident that he had to be
come enfranchised. That is what gave the ballot

to the negro of the south that placing in his
hands the arms of this government and arraying
him in defense of your flag.
No man can have a profounder regard for
women than I have; but I undertake to say in
this informal way, without having thought of
this subject—and perhaps I ought not to be so
presumptuous as to give my unformed thoughts
to so wise a convention—but I undertake to
say that woman has her own great sphere in
this world. She is the regenerator of humanity.
It is hers to perpetuate. She is the educator,
the preparer in the school room, in the home
and everywhere; and in every station she en
nobles and adorns man. Man, on the other
hand, has his own proper sphere. It is his to con
quer the savage world, to subdue the elements,
to build, to conquer, to impress his power upon
the material forces of nature, and to combat
with all the elements of the world. They are as
distinct in their spheres as are the heavens and
the earth; and one is as exalted and as ennobled
as the other. They were made so by the Al
mighty Ruler who made this universe, and I
do not believe that any body of men can ever
by any laws overturn the disposition of the
Creator. Therefore, it is in no ungenerous and
in no unchivalric spirit that I oppose this mea
sure.
* * *
Mr. Burleigh of Custer: I have listened with
a great deal of attention to the remarks of my
friend from Lewis & Clarke County. . . . But I
say, take the main drift of his argument and it is
in perfect accord with the doctrines promulgated
in regard to the women during the Roman
Empire in pagan days; woman was a useful
institution made by the Almighty to subserve
the laws; and perpetuate the population so that
the State might not die of ennui. It is precisely
the doctrine enunciated in Turkey today in
the harem. It is the same doctrine enunciated in
this country, or that was enunciated in this
country under the influences and the dogmas
of that same Star of Bethlehem to which the
gentleman refers in such feeling terms—and I
was particularly struck with that beautiful il
lustration of his—during the dark days of the
old commonwealth. The doctrine was that
woman was created for a purpose, and she
had to be the slave of man, to subserve his pur-
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pose, to enable him to gratify his unholy desires,
and to use as his slave. It is the same doctrine
that is enunciated by the Sioux Indians and the
Blackfeet and the Flatheads today, when they
take their squaws and work them for their
own purpose.
What do we propose to do? Is it true that God
Almighty made woman, and as tradition says,
carved her from the rib from the side of man,
and made her his equal, and then consigned her
to eternal slavery without the hope of resur
rection or of freedom of redemption? By no
means. You show me that characteristic in God
and I will vote then for another God in the
constitution. (Laughter) I came here to im
press my own thoughts and views upon this con
vention. If my constituents like it, it is well,
t, I don’
t care. I did not ask
and if they don’
their suffrage; they sent me here for better
or for worse, as the fellow said— it may be for
worse or it may be for better—but I have enun
ciated my views upon this question and I will
stand by them, and I finish as I begun [sic] by
asserting that I believe in extending the right
of suffrage to the women of the land whereever and whenever they want it.
*

*

*

Mr. Courtney of Silver Bow: I don’
t know
what privileges a man can enjoy in this country
that is not extended to women save that of suf
frage, and I don’
t know that that would make
women any better. . . . Now, sirs, I say to you
that I have a deep conviction upon this ques
tion. I shall certainly vote against the proposi
tion—hot, I do not think, through any antipathy
for women but just simply because I think that
the women of our country are transcendent
over those of any other country and that they
are attaining their position by the liberal con
ditions under which they live, and by the man
ner in which our country is treating them. And

if it could be proved to me beyond peradventure that women should occupy a higher sphere
by reason of suffrage, then I would simply go
over to the other side. But speaking, as I sin
cerely do, I believe that women have the best
of the question as it is, and I am thoroughly
satisfied that I am not occupying an ungallant
position when I say that I am willing to let them
have the better of the question, and I am not
willing to impose upon them the responsibilities
of suffrage.
*

*

*

Mr. Bickford of Missoula: I desire to engage
the attention of the convention for just one
moment in regard to this subject, and com
mencing, I will say that “
Peace hath its victories
no less renowned than war.” I deny the pro
position advanced by the gentleman from Lewis
& Clarke County that the right of suffrage or
iginates with mankind because they have power
to enforce their dictates by the arbitrament of
war. I say that force has nothing to do with
suffrage whatever. If the argument of the
gentleman should be followed to its final con
clusion, the only result we can arrive at is that
John Lawrence Sullivan is the only man in the
United States who is competent to vote at the
present time. . . . (Applause)
* ♦ *
The Chairman: The question now comes up
on the original proposition, being the fourth
subdivision of B ickford’
s substitute for Section
2.
The Chair put the question on the said sub
division of the gentleman from Missoula (Mr.
Bickford), and a division being called for the
same was declared lost by a vote of twentynine in the affirmative to thirty-four in the
negative.
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The Second-Class Majority
A young lawyer looks at women9s
status in the world of work

In America, women are the majority. Yet, in
many basic areas of life, they are treated as sec
ond-class citizens. The current status of women
in employment, for example, is the result of a
biological determinism foisted on the female of
the specie ever since Eve rebelled against a
male-God mandate and proceeded on her own
initiative. While the law is presently the most
potent weapon in the struggle against sex dis
crimination, archaic legislation and court deci
sions have perpetuated the stereotype of woman
as the passive, weak, inferior, reproductive
member of our society. In 1907 the U.S. Supreme
Court fostered a discriminatory attitude to
wards women when it stated:
That woman’
s physical structure and the per
formance of maternal functions place her at a
disadvantage in the struggle for subsistence is
obvious. This is especially true when the bur
dens of motherhood are upon her. Even when
they are not, by abundant testimony of the
medical fraternity, continuance for a long time
on her feet at work, repeating this from day to
day, tends to injurious effects upon the body,
and as healthy mothers are essential to vig
orous offspring, the physical well-being of
woman becomes an object of public interest
and care in order to preserve the strength and
vigor of the race.
Still again, history discloses the fact that
woman has always been dependent upon man.
He established his control at the outset by su
perior physical strength, and this control in
various forms, with diminishing intensity, has
continued to the present. As minors, though

not to the same extent, she has been looked
upon in the courts as needing especial care
that her rights may be preserved. Education
was long denied her, and while now the doors
of the school room are opened and her oppor
tunities for acquiring knowledge are great, yet
even with that and the consequent increase of
capacity for business affairs it is still true in
the struggle for subsistence she is not an equal
competitor with her brother. Though limita
tions upon personal and contractual rights may
be removed by legislation, there is that in her
disposition and habits of life which will oper
ate against a full assertion of those rights. She
will still be where some legislation to protect
her seems necessary to secure a real equality
of right. Doubtless there are individual excep
tions, and there are many respects in which
she has an advantage over him; but looking at
it from the viewpoint of the effort to maintain
an independent position in life, she is not upon
an equality. Differentiated by these matters
from the other sex, she is properly placed in a
class by herself, and legislation designed for
her protection may be sustained, even when
like legislation is not necessary for men and
could not be sustained.* (Emphasis added)

Legislation restricting female laborers to an
eight-hour work day and limiting the amount of
weight that could be lifted on the job was de
signed to protect female workers from exploita
tion in an era of sweat-shop labor practices.
Rather than protect, such legislation has stifled
equality in employment and bred discrimina
tion.1
1Muller v. Oregon, 208 U.S. 412, 421-422 (1907).

Sandra Muckelston graduated from the University of Montana Law School in June 1971. She is now a research
analyst with the Montana Constitutional Convention Commission. She is in charge of the preparation of the Com
mission’
s Report on the Judiciary.
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Wage differentials underscore the discrimina
tion women tolerate in compensation for the
same services rendered occupationally as their
male counterparts. The following statistics show
the amounts full-time male workers receive an
nually in excess of what is paid full-time female
workers in the same occupations:6

Women constitute 38 percent of all workers in
the United States; they also comprise over 51
percent of the total United States population.2
Of the 40.9 million women who were not in the
labor force in 1969, 32.5 million were not work
ing because of home responsibilities, 3.5 million
because they were attending school. Among
women workers with children, labor force par
ticipation was highest among mothers with only
school-age children (51 percent) and lowest
among those with children under three years of
age (26 percent). In 1969 the major occupation
of employed women was clerical work, followed
by service work (except in private households)
and, next, operatives. In industries that em
ployed 250,000 or more women, they constituted
more than two-thirds of all employees in ap
parel and other textile products manufacturing,
medical and other health services, and general
merchandise stores.3
Despite the growing female labor force in
America, women have achieved little advance
ment in securing equal pay, equal opportunity
in obtaining positions in most occupations and
professions, or promotions once they are em
ployed. In 1955 the average American woman
who worked full-time earned $63.90 for each
$100 earned by the average American man; by
1960, this had lessened to $60.80 and by 1968, her
average was only $58.20 to his $100. During the
same year, a woman with four years of college
typically earned $6,694 a year, while a man with
an eighth-grade education averaged $6,580. (The
typical male college graduate earned $11,795.)4
In 1969, the highest paid category of workers in
the U.S. were white males, followed by non
white males, then white females, and lowest,
nonwhite females.5

While women have been earning less than
their male counterparts, they also have been
more susceptible to unemployment. The gap ap
pears to be widening. In 1960, the unemploy
ment rates for men and women were nearly the
same. Of the male labor force, 5.4 percent was
unemployed while the unemployed female work
force amounted to 5.9 percent. In 1970, the rate
for women was 5.9 percent, and that for men,
4.4 percent.7
In professions and other career-oriented posi
tions, women are fading fractions. Only 1 per
cent of federal judges and engineers and only 3
percent of lawyers are women; they comprise
7 percent of physicians and 9 percent of scien
tists.8 Even in the teaching field, traditionally a
female stronghold, only 22 percent of collegelevel faculties (including other so-called profes
sional staff) are made up of women, although
thirty years ago, it was 30 percent. There is one
female U.S. Senator, and only ten members of

*U.S. Department of Labor, Women’
s Bureau, Back
ground Facts on Women Workers in the United States
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1970) p. 1; and U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census, Current Population Reports: Population
Estimates and Projections, Series P-25, no. 448 (Wash
ington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1970),
table A-l, p. 46.
8U.S. Department of Labor, Background Facts on
Women Workers in the United States, tables 1, 5, 9,
and 11, pp. 5, 9, 13, and 15.
“‘
Rebelling Women—The Reason,” U.S. News and
World Report (April 13, 1970), p. 35.
BU.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,

Current Population Reports: Consumer Income, Series
P-60, no. 75 (Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1970), table 52, pp. 118-21.
•
“
Rebelling Women—The Reason,” p. 37, citing U.S.
Department of Labor, National Science Foundation
(1968).
7Ibid., citing U.S. Department of Labor; and U.S. De
partment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Monthly
Labor Review, vol. 94, no. 8 (August 1971), table 7, p.
92.
® U.S. Department of Labor, Women’
s Bureau, Under
utilization of Women Workers, revised (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1971), chart
F, p. 10.

Scientists—men earn $3,200 more than
women
Professional and technical fields—$3,460
more
Proprietors and managers—$4,705 more
Clerical workers—$2,562 more
Sales workers—$5,088 more
Craftsm en—$3,353 more
Factory workers—$2,747 more
Service w orkers—$2,726 more
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the House of Representatives are women. Across
the country, twenty-two women are mayors of
cities with 10,000 or more population and 305
women are state legislators.9
Gaining the requisite education does not in
sure access to executive or managerial positions.
The policy at Harvard’
s School of Business Ad
ministration requires recruiters to see any mem
ber of the graduating class who requests an
interview, yet women graduates are forthrightly
told by some recruiters that companies aren’
t
interested in hiring women despite their qualifi
cations. One recruiter broke down and told fe
male students that his company did not employ
any women in jobs higher than a secretary and,
furthermore, his management didn’
t want any
woman in a position higher than a secretary.10
If a woman does gain entrance to the execu
tive suite, discrimination continues to thwart
meaningful achievements in her field. She may
continue in the same position for years without
promotion. Mrs. Thelma Gray, the only woman
on the board of the Philadelphia Chamber of
Commerce, organized a spectacularly successful
public relations department at Philadelphia’
s
Gray and Rodgers advertising agency back in
the 1950s but then waited seven years before
being made a partner. During that time she was
passed over five times by male employees of
lower status in the agency and less seniority.
Only when she considered an offer by a rival
firm was the partnership tendered.*
11
In other situations she may operate under a
lower title than a man doing the same job would
have. A female lawyer who worked for the gov
ernment during the war stated that men ad
justing minor differences with war contractors
called themselves “
expeditors”who “
negotiated”
contracts, while women doing the same work
at lower pay were “
writing change orders.”
12
Or she may be shunned by male co-workers.
One female executive who was not invited to
executive meetings had to listen through a ven
tilator in order to find out what was happening
in her company.18
Employers who refuse to hire women often
•
Ibid..; and “
Rebelling Women—The Reason,”p. 36.
"Caroline Bird, Born Female (New York: D. McKay
Co., 1968), p. 55.
11Business Week (August 2, 1969), p. 42.
“Bom Female, pp. 79, 80.
“Ibid.

view the possibility of pregnancy as a deterrent
to a woman’
s employment productivity; or for
single women, they rationalize that the possibil
ity of eventual marriage is an end of labor par
ticipation. Since historically women have been
associated with more menial, mundane work,
many employers refuse to hire women for posi
tions because a stigma becomes attached to the
position which makes it less desirable and it may
be impossible to recruit men to fill the same po
sition later.
Complaints over such practices usually bring
forth a rationalization that women expect spe
cial treatment; in today’
s vicious circle their in
ability to succeed only indicates their inferiority
to compete on a man’
s level. The preceding ex
amples illustrate an obvious point: that although
women aren’
t expected to be as capable as men,
they are expected to overcome obstacles that
few men face and still succeed.
The traditional concept of a woman that does
the most damage to her ability to obtain equal
employment is that women are typically con
sidered emotionally incapable to withstand the
stress of competition and strains of management
in the business world.14 This theory probably is
an extension of the traditional view that woman
is the passive, docile helpmate of man; however,
it is contradicted by the fact that women who
struggle against discriminatory odds to achieve
higher levels of education scarcely lack the re
quisite gut power to operate in business or pro
fessions. If they didn’
t possess the necessary
aggressiveness in the beginning, they must have
acquired it along the way or they would have
fallen by the wayside long ago.
This concern over lack of aggressiveness
proves to be a stumbling block for women in em
ployment areas outside those defined by society
as feminine vocations. Competitiveness and ag
gressiveness have been sex-typed as masculine,
and having been taught since birth that females
step aside to let males win, women drawn to
competitive careers feel it necessary to prove
themselves in both worlds, to act like a woman
and think like a man. A recent study of Har
vard Law School graduates notes that women
feared success so much that they had less
achievement motivation than men.15Since moneuBusiness Week (August 2, 1969).
“D. Glancy, “
Women in Law: The Dependable Ones,”
Harvard Law School Bulletin (June 1970), pp. 30, 31.
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tary success and professional achievement have
been traditionally male attributes, a woman
striving for such success fears the societal rep
rimand that she is unfeminine, trying to be a
man, or a sexual oddity.

Reform through the Law
Although legislation and judicial mandates
cannot abolish attitudes, they can eliminate dis
criminatory employment practices. Title VII of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act prohibits an employer
to fail or refuse to hire, discharge, or otherwise
to discriminate against any individual with re
spect to compensation, terms, conditions, and
privileges because of such individual’
s sex.16
This prohibition does not apply when sex is a
bona fide occupational qualification reasonably
necessary to the normal operation of that par
ticular business.17 Even if this act were actually
implemented in practice, it unfortunately ap
plies only to employers of twenty-five or more
employees; thus there is no blanket protection
afforded to all members of the female labor
group.18
Montana women need not rely on the federal
act alone, for the 1971 Montana Legislative As
sembly passed a state Civil Rights Act which
prohibits discrimination by reason of sex, with
no limits regarding the size of a firm.
The effectiveness of the federal Civil Rights
Act in the area of sex discrimination has been
diminished by an overemphasis on the elimina
tion of racial discrimination as Title VIPs pri
mary purpose. However, as sex discrimination
complaints increased, guidelines were created
by the Equal Employment Opportunity Com
mission, which administers the equal employ
ment section of Title VII. The guidelines set
forth by the Commission are scanty but are a
beginning in formulating what practices con
stitute sex discrimination. So far the Commis
sion has ruled that:
(1) newspaper ads labeling jobs as m en’
s and
women’
s unlawfully denies equal employment
opportunities;
(2) em ployer’
s rules that forbid or restrict
”42 U.S.C. §2000e-2(a).
17Ibid., §2000e-2(e).
wIbid., §2000e(a).
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employment of married women and which are
not applicable to married men is discrimination
prohibited by Title VII;
(3) differences in optional or compulsory re
tirement ages based on sex violates Title VII;
(4) refusals to hire women based on stereo
typed characterizations of their sex, such as
women are less capable of aggressive salesman
ship, does not constitute a bona fide occupa
tional qualification;
(5) an employer cannot refuse to hire an in
dividual because of preferences of co-workers,
clients, or customers; and
(6) state laws which prohibit or limit employ
ment of females, e.g., in certain occupations,
in jobs requiring the lifting and carrying of
weights exceeding prescribed limits, during cer
tain hours of the night, or for more than a
specified number of hours, “
have ceased to be
relevant to our technology or to the expanding
19
role of the female worker in our economy.”
Since such state laws fail to take into account
the individual capabilities and tend to inhibit
equal employment rather than protect, the Com
mission further concluded that such laws con
flict with Title VII and they would not be
considered a defense to an “
otherwise estab
lished unlawful employment practice or as a
basis for the application of the bona fide occu
pational qualification exception.”
20 The Com
m ission’
s ruling on protective legislation has
prompted voluntary compliance on the part of
some states. The 1971 Montana legislative ses
sion repealed a 1913 statute restricting the hours
of labor for female employees to an eight-hour
work day.21
Judical interpretations of Title VII and EEOC
guidelines have produced a morass of conflicting
decisions. A Minnesota federal court found that
a state restriction on employers that prohibits
their hiring a female employee to lift forty
pounds or more was a bona fide occupational
qualification in their business;22 yet in Weeks v.
So. Bell Telephone & Telegraph Company, a
“29 C.F.R. §1604.1(a); 1604.3(a); 1604.31(a); 1604.1(a)
(l)(i); 1604.1(a)(1)(iii); and 1604.1(b)(1).
xIbid., §1604.1(b)(2).
“1971 Session Laws, Ch. 51, sec. 2.
>aGudbrandson v. Genuine Parts Co., 297 F. Supp. 134
(D.C. Minn. 1968).
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Georgia court reasoned to the contrary on a sim
ilar restriction. The Georgia court determined
that such a restriction did not take into account
individual differences of women but assumed
that all men were capable of lifting that amount
or more. Thus the employer could not use the
weight restriction to refuse to hire women for
tasks which involved lifting thirty pounds. In
answer to the argument that such legislation
was enacted to protect the fair-haired weaker
sex, the court responded that Title VII rejects
this type of romantic paternalism as unduly
Victorian and instead vests individual women
with the power to decide whether or not to un
dertake arduous tasks.23 Luckily, this legal mo
rass does not apply to Montana, which has no
state law prohibiting women from lifting heavy
weights.
In Phillips v. Martin Marietta Corp., 24 the
U.S. Supreme Court overruled the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals and held that an employer vio
lates Title VII when he refuses to hire women
with preschool age children for a position where
he would hire men with preschool children. An
Illinois federal court rendered United Air Lines’
policy of discharging female stewardesses who
married discriminatory since male employees
who were married had not been discharged.25
In another airlines suit Title VII was utilized as
a two-edged sword. The Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals in Diaz v. Pan American World Air
ways, Inc.,26 opened the door for male flight at
tendants when it held that customer preference
“408 F. 2d 228 (C.A. Ga. 1969).
84------U.S. -------, 3 F.E.P. 40 (1971).
“308 F. Supp. 959 (D.C. 111. 1970).
“------F.2d — — , 39 U.S.L.W. 2580 (5th Cir. 1971).

for female stewardesses only was not a bona fide
occupational qualification. But women are pre
vented from employment as bartenders in Cal
ifornia by a state law which has withstood Title
VII attacks on the basis that the 21st Amend
ment granted exclusive power to the states to
control the liquor traffic within their borders.27
Sex discrimination litigation is increasing, in
part, because various organizations are working
to inform employed women of their rights. In
1970 Business Week reported that there was an
increase of 54 percent in complaints of sex dis
crimination to the EEOC over those received in
1969. The National Organization of Women has
filed suit against Harvard University charging
sex discrimination in that none of the 411 ten
ured professors at the Graduate School of Arts
and Sciences are women. In New York, Time,
Inc. faces the largest sex discrimination suit
filed against a U.S. employer; one hundred pro
fessional women employed by the corporation
claim it maintains discriminatory practices.28
Recent passage by the U.S. House of Repre
sentatives of the Equal Rights Amendment to
the Constitution is a promising sign of a change
in attitude towards women’
s rights. Whether the
Senate will approve or kill this proposed amend
ment remains to be seen. In any case, the law is
not the cure all. Complete freedom from the
fetters of biological determinism will not be
achieved until traditional concepts of the male
and female roles in our society, particularly in
employment, are replaced by a recognition of an
individual’
s worth regardless of sex.
27Krouss v. Sacramento Inn, 314 F. Supp. 171 (E.D. Cal.
1970).
KBusineses Week, op. cit., pp. 98, 99.
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The Myth and the Reality
Male Workers More Equal Than Female Workers?
No! All Workers Are Equal

The Myth

The Reality

A wom an’
s place is in the home.

Homemaking is no longer a full-time job.
Goods and services formerly produced in the
home are now commercially available; laborsaving devices have lightened or eliminated
much work around the home.
Today half of all women between 18 and 64
years of age are in the labor force, where they
are making a substantial contribution to the
growth of the nation’
s economy. Studies show
that 9 out of 10 girls will work outside the home
at some time in their lives.

Women aren’
t seriously attached to the labor
force; they work only for “
pin money.”

Of the 31 million women in the labor force in
March 1970, nearly half were working because
of pressing economic need. They were either
single, widowed, divorced, or separated or had
husbands whose incomes were less than $3,000
a year. Another 5.7 million were married and
had husbands with incomes between $3,000 and
$7,000—incom es which, by and large, did not
meet the criteria established by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics for even a low standard of
living for an urban family of four.

Women are out ill more than male workers;
they cost the company more.

A recent Public Health Service study shows
little difference in the absentee rate due to ill
ness or injury: 5.9 days a year for women com
pared with 5.2 for men.
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Women don’
t work as long or as regularly as
their male coworkers; their training is costly
and largely wasted.
—

While it is true that many women leave work
for marriage and children, this absence is only
temporary for the majority of them. They re
turn when the children are in school. Despite
this break in employment, the average woman
worker has a worklife expectancy of 25 years as
compared with 43 years for the average male
worker. The single woman averages 45 years in
the labor force.
Studies on labor turnover indicate that net
differences for men and women are generally
small. The 1968 rates for accessions and separa
tions in manufacturing for men and women
were 4.4 and 5.3, and 4.4 and 5.2, respectively,
per 100 employees.

Women take jobs away from men; in fact they
ought to quit those jobs they now hold.

There were 31.5 million women in the labor
force on the average in 1970. The number of un
employed men was 2.2 million. If all the women
stayed home and the unemployed men were
placed in the jobs held by women, there would
be 29.3 million unfilled jobs.
Moreover, most unemployed men do not have
the education or the skills to qualify for the jobs
held by women, such as secretaries, teachers,
and nurses.
In addition, the majority of the 7 million sin
gle women in the labor force support them
selves; and nearly all of the 5.9 million widowed,
divorced, or separated women working or seek
ing work support themselves and their families.
They also need jobs.

Women should stick to “
wom en’
s jobs” and
shouldn’
t compete for “
men’
s jobs.”

Jobs, with extremely rare exceptions, are sex
less. Women were found in all of the 479 oc
cupations listed in the 1960 decennial census.
Tradition rather than job content has led to
labeling certain jobs as women’
s and others as
men’
s. For example, although few women work
as engineers, studies show that two-thirds as
many girls as boys have an aptitude for this
kind of work.
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Women don’
t want responsibility on the job;
they don’
t want promotions or job changes
which add to their load.

Relatively few women have been offered posi
tions of responsibility. But when given these
opportunities, women, like men, do cope with
job responsibilities in addition to personal or
family responsibilities. In 1970, 4.3 million
women held professional and technical jobs;
another 1.3 million worked as nonfarm man
agers, officials, and proprietors. Many others
held supervisory jobs at all levels in offices and
factories.

The employment of mothers leads to juvenile
delinquency.

Studies show that many factors must be con
sidered when seeking the causes of juvenile
delinquency. Whether or not a mother is em
ployed does not appear to be a determining fac
tor.
These studies indicate that it is the quality of
a m other’
s care rather than the time consumed
in such care which is of major significance.

Men don’
t like to work for women supervisors.

Most men who complain about women super
visors have never worked for a woman.
In one study where at least three-fourths of
both the male and female respondents (all ex
ecutives) had worked with women managers,
their evaluation of women in management was
favorable. On the other hand, the study showed
a traditional/cultural bias among those who re
acted unfavorably to women as managers.
In another survey in which 41 percent of the
firms indicated they hired women executives,
none rated their performance as unsatisfactory;
50 percent rated them adequate; 42 percent rated
them the same as their predecessors; and 8 per
cent rated them better than their predecessors.
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Editors9 Introduction
The following two articles describe some evolving opportunities in the
operations of one of Montana’
s largest employers—the U.S. Forest Service,
Region One.
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 is universally known for its prohibition of
racial discrimination. However, Title VII (Sections 706(e) and 707) pro
hibits discrimination because of sex equally with discrimination because of
race. Ironically, one of the major breakers of this law is the federal govern
ment itself.
Only through pressure from “
liberated”women seeking jobs, such as the
young firefighters described in Mr. Coffman’
s article, and from federal
watchdog commissions such as the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunities
Commission (EEOC) have the changes described below come about. Women
still have a long way to go before they will stand on a par with men in the
struggle for economic survival.

MILTON D. COFFMAN

Women Firefighters o f the Northern R egion
An appraisal of women
firefighters by the head of
fire control operations for
the Lolo National Forest

During June 1971, 21 young women reported
to the Lolo National Forest Headquarters in
Missoula, Montana, volunteers trying to qualify
as forest fire fighters. Their mission was to help
protect the nation’
s resources and simultane
ously demonstrate new job opportunities for
women. Thus began the development of the
Northern R egion’
s specialized firefighting crew.
The crew had its beginnings in September
1970, when several girls applied for jobs as fire
fighters for the Forest Service. At that point
in time, the Forest Service was utilizing only
“
organized”crews, those trained to work as a
unit when fighting fires. They had never hired
women—in crews—to fight fires. The girls were
refused jobs as individuals and were not offered
the opportunity to form a crew at that time.
Refused, but not discouraged, the gals began
to collect the necessary information to form an
organized crew. After talking to government
officials, women Forest Service employees, fire
fighters, and others, the women decided to try
to form an organized crew for the 1971 fire
season. Meetings were held between representa
tives of the Forest Service and the women to
establish the ground rules for this new under
taking.
Finally, after the original applicants had en
listed the cooperation of other women and For
est Service administrators, an April 1971 meet
ing was held. Representatives from the Forest

Service’
s Division of Fire Control and Division
of Personnel Management and the women met
in Missoula, Montana, and established the fol
lowing standards for an all-woman crew:
1. Two days of training would be pro
vided by the Forest Service.
2. Each potential candidate for the
training would have to undergo a
physical to insure fitness for arduous
fireline duty.
3. The maximum age limitation was left
indefinite; the minimum age limit
was established at eighteen.
4. No special consideration would be
shown to the women while engaged
in fireline activities.
5. Direction, guidance, and follow-up
training would be supplied by the
Forest Service.
During May and June, three of the applicants,
acting as coordinators, began the task of recruit
ing candidates for the crew. By word of mouth,
bulletins, posters, and the grapevine, other girls
were made aware of the proposed crew. Finally,
in June, 21 women had gathered together to
form a crew and attend a Forest Service train
ing session to learn the ins and outs of fire
suppression.

Milton Coffman is the Administrative Officer for the Division of Fire Control in Region One. He was responsible
for coordinating Forest Service efforts which resulted in the selection, hiring, and training of the wom en’
s crew.
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It was decided that the girls would receive
the maximum benefit from training if the 16hour course was divided into two distinct pro
grams. Consequently, the first day was devoted
to the theoretical aspects of fire suppression.
Two Forest Service employees, Robert Hender
son and Wyatt Frost, from the Bitterroot Na
tional Forest were in charge of the program.
Instructors from the Division of Fire Control
and the Lolo National Forest also participated.
Course material was developed from standard
Forest Service training courses, condensed into
meaningful segments. At the beginning, the
girls were silent, but as the day wore on, dis
cussion developed. Many notions of fire sup
pression held by the girls were explored and
some were tossed away because they didn’
t fit
the true picture. By day’
s end, the girls had a
better understanding of what fire suppression
was.
In the Lolo Forest the second day, the stu
dents, who had heard how fire suppression was
hard, dirty, and sometimes dangerous work,
were going to see firsthand. Traveling caravan
style, the group drove up Blue Mountain, south
of Missoula. Here, the girls were shown the
tools of the trade—the shovel, axe, and pulaski.
Their instructors were trained smokejumpers.
They passed out hard hats and tools to the girls,
and the day began.
First, the smokejumpers demonstrated proper
methods and the trainees followed suit. As the
students gained confidence and familiarity with
the tools, the dirt began to fly. Digging a safe
fireline is a crew ’
s prime job and the girls
learned that quickly. A safe, well-built fireline
must be constructed to stop the ground spread
of fire. The ground must be dug down to min
eral soil, 10-16 inches wide, leaving no com
bustible material in the line.
Cool morning hours soon waned and sweat
began to appear on the girls’faces. A lunch
break was devoted to resting and asking ques
tions of the instructors. Having gained a general
knowledge of what was expected, the students
asked about actual fire suppression and how
they would contribute to the total effort. All
too soon, it was time to throw more dirt.
About 2 p.m. a practice fire was lit and al
lowed to build up so the students could fight
their first fire. Smoke, heat, burning embers,
and dirt began to fill the air. Working as a team

for the first time, the girls slowly contained the
fire. Applying principles learned in training,
they were able to hold the fire’
s spread and start
mop-up operations. Mop-up is the hardest, dir
tiest part of the fire suppression, but absolutely
essential if a fire is to be put out. It simply con
sists of shoveling dirt over the entire burned
area to insure that no fire remains in the dying
embers.
After three hours of concentrated teamwork,
the fire was declared officially dead. Without
exception, all the women expressed surprise at
the heat and smoke generated: “
hot,” “
hard,
dirty work,”“
smoke in my eyes,”and “
I just
didn’
t realize,”could be heard as the girls com
pared notes.
While waiting for transportation, the super
visors criticized the team. Zeal, enthusiasm, and
honest effort were applauded, with a few words
of caution. To become a good team, more work
with hand tools would be necessary before the
tools became a natural part of their work. Then
each of the students was issued a card qualify
ing her as a “
Women’
s Firefighting Crewmem
ber.”
Before the girls were actually sent on a fire,
the Forest Service, the general public, and the
girls themselves wanted to know how well the
wom en’
s crew would fight fires. There had been
some efforts in the past by single or small num
bers of girls engaged in fire suppression activi
ties, but this was the first “
casual”women’
s
firefighting crew (“
casual”meaning to be called
in time of need, as opposed to the “
organized”
teams who are full-time Forest Service em
ployees). Only the future could tell what the
final outcome would be.
On August 6, 1971, the big chance came. A
fire had broken out on the South Fork of Bull
River on the Kaniksu National Forest and the
call went out for manpower. The Regional Dis
patcher notified the Lolo National Forest and
Ron Hendricksen ordered the wom en’
s firefight
ing crew out. One trouble popped up immedi
ately—the crew couldn’
t be found. The call was
for 6 a.m. and throughout the night the search
went on. But by roll call time, the crew had
assembled and was ready to go.
The crew left Missoula on August 7 and was
immediately assigned to the line. Although
men, equipment, planes, combined with smoke
and fire can make for a confusing first experi-
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ence, by the time they arrived the fire had been
controlled and the wom en’
s crew was employed
at mop-up operations. The girls with their squad
bosses were immediately sent on the line to do
what they had been trained to do. As in the
training session, dirt began to fly. The work
progressed, the squad leaders were bombarded
with questions, and this, coupled with close su
pervision, soon had the girls working as a team.
An evaluation was held on August 9, the last
day of the fire. Squad leaders, crew boss, and
the women discussed the fire. Generally speak
ing, all felt the crew performed satisfactorily.
Their limiting factors were as expected: inex
perience in tool handling and fire, lack of
strength and endurance, and some need for phy
sical conditioning. Since the girls were only on
the line three days, they were unable to do much
about improving strength and physical condi
tioning, but they rapidly improved on tool han
dling and fire experience.
The South Fork of Bull River Fire was con
sidered to be an “
easy”fire when compared with
a larger fire in the area. Because of this and the
close supervision, the women were not pushed
to the limit of their endurance. The gentle, roll
ing terrain was a good first experience. Since
this was their first fire, the women showed en
thusiasm; however, as most crews engaged in
mop-up operations find, monotony and boredom
were present to a limited degree. The overhead
crew (supervisors) reported that the crew of
women performed their duties with the same
effect as any male crew.
Blisters and sore muscles were the only re
minders the girls had of each day’
s work when
they returned to camp in the evening, a result
probably related to the spring training, the
squad bosses’attention to their crews, and the
care the girls took in being safety-conscious.
Each night, the crew returned to the base
camp to enjoy a good meal and a well-earned
rest. Although the accommodations w eren’
t
plush, the food was hot, nourishing, and plenti
ful. No special consideration was given to the
women. Open-pit latrines, sleeping bags on the
ground, and wash-up in the river was their fare.
Their only complaint was about the lunches—
dry cheese sandwiches.
Since this was the only wom en’
s crew and
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they had only the one exposure to fire suppres
sion during the 1971 season, many questions
concerning the future of women as firefighters
lie unanswered. Currently, the Kootenai Na
tional Forest is employing a wom en’
s crew to
perform mop-up operations on brush fire. Other
forests are also using women to some degree on
fire—in wildfire, and on prescribed burns. All
the data is not in at this time to make any final
determination.
In order for any casual firefighting crew to be
a success, they must retain enough trained mem
bers to form a nucleus for the following season.
Statements of several women crew leaders indi
cate that this crew plans to reform next season.
Girls from Washington, California, and other
states have been waiting to find out if they can
become part of the crew. By combining the new
girls with the experienced crews, the outlook
seems encouraging.
William R. Moore, Chief, Division of Fire Con
trol for the Northern Region, stated, “
Though
in past years I’
ve seen individual and small
groups of women fight fires energetically, it sur
prised me in 1970 to learn that several women
wanted to organize and train to attack fires on
a planned basis. Given the will, training, ex
perience, and physical fitness, they’
ll do well,
and when damaging fires tax our capabilities,
we in the Forest Service will certainly need
them.”
One of the factors that may limit the use of
women on fires is the terms of their employ
ment. Casual firefighters, as this crew was,
depend upon the fire season for their employ
ment. However, women hired by the Forest
Service as regular employees will receive full
time employment on other projects and will
work on fire assignments as needed.
Nineteen seventy-one was a good year for
forests, but a bad year for crews. This is why
the wom en’
s crew was not called more often.
Even specially trained Indian crews were not
used much in Region One this year. Next year,
who knows?
In the final analysis the success of women in
fighting fire will depend upon the women them
selves. If future crews are willing to put in as
much effort as this year’
s crew, then their place
in the ranks is assured.
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Careers for Women in Forest ServiceRegion One
Opportunities for women in
the fields and in the offices
of the National Forests

The Forest Service, oldest of the federal gov
ernment conservation agencies, began as an in
tegral part of the Department of Agriculture
in 1876. In 1905, the new Bureau of Forestry
became custodian of 56 million acres of “
forest
reserves”in the West. These reserves are now
called National Forests. There are 16 such Na
tional Forests located within Region One. The
Forest Service’
s Region One manages about 26
million acres of public lands and carries out ex
tensive cooperative work with states and pri
vate landowners. Research, another Forest Ser
vice activity in Montana, is administered by the
Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment
Station with its headquarters in Ogden, Utah.
Women have always played an important part
in the operation of the Forest Service. In the
early years, women occupied primarily clerical
positions, with a few individuals filling higher
level jobs in the area of business management.
This is still largely true today. The largest num
ber of women employees are found in clerical
positions. The business management fields of
accounting and contracting form the next largest
group. Until recently there were few women
working in field positions and virtually no pro
fessionals. However, in the past ten years, the
role of women in the Forest Service has changed
considerably. Women have successfully moved
into jobs traditionally held by men and into
higher grade level positions.
Today, because of the recent push for equal

opportunity, the availability of women who
have the necessary skills, and the changes in
social stigma attached to the woman’
s world
of work (except for the temporary obstacle of
the current wage-price freeze during which only
limited employment is being offered), the em
ployment opportunities for women in the Forest
Service are the best they have ever been.

Employment Opportunities
in Region One
Region One of the United States Department
of Agriculture, Forest Service, covers portions
of North and South Dakota, Idaho, and Wash
ington, plus the entire state of Montana.
Throughout this geographic region, women par
ticipate in various jobs needed to manage the
National Forests. When someone says, “
I work
for the Forest Service,”a common image that
comes to mind is a man or woman in a lookout
watching for a fire. Fire prevention and sup
pression activities certainly have been very im
portant in the past and continue today to be
vital within the organization. As the Forest
Service has moved from the custodial phase of
land management to land management accord
ing to multiple use precepts, the variety of
skills needed has increased. Fifteen years ago
only a few professionals other than foresters
were found in the organization. Now only a
few generalist foresters are being hired. Their

Phil Jaquith is Chief, Employee and Labor Management Relations Branch, Region One, Forest Service, Missoula,
Montana.
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place is being taken by soil scientists, land
scape architects, engineers, entomologists, and
many other physical and natural science pro
fessionals.
The work of the Forest Service is divided
into two large groups of employees—permanent
and temporary. Here in Region One more than
2,200 individuals are employed in permanent
full-time positions. Another 2,500 are employed
in temporary positions covering seasonal ac
tivities. Women have opportunities in both
types of employment.
Seasonal Work. Temporary work with the
Forest Service is quite attractive to students
and persons such as school teachers who hold
permanent jobs which have slack periods in the
summer. Seasonal positions involve tasks in
the field as well as in the office. This summer,
for example, in addition to clerical assistance,
Region One employed women in such jobs as
tree planting, campground cleanup, slash burn
ing, trail maintenance, and road survey work.
Over and a b o v e the many all-men crews,
twenty-five Forest Service crews were com
prised entirely of women and twelve crews in
cluded both men and women.
Applying for seasonal employment can be
done through two main routes—direct applica
tion to one of the sixteen National Forests or
through the Civil Service Com m ission’
s sum
mer examination. Most National Forests have
an “
open employment season”during January
of each year. At that time, the Forest Super
visor accepts and rates applications. (SF-171’
s—
Application for Federal Employment—are avail
able at Post Offices and Forest Service Head
quarters throughout the Region.) Selections
are made and candidates are generally notified
of selection by April. The summer exam, ad
ministered by the Civil Service Commission, is
used to fill positions for which the Forest
Service does not have direct hiring authority.
It is given about three times a year at selected
locations. A brochure describing the process is
available at the Civil Service Commission of
fice in Helena, Montana, and in most university
placement offices.
Permanent Positions. Permanent positions
provide career opportunities in a variety of work
areas. Presently, women in Region One occupy
approximately forty different types of positions
in the clerical, technical, and professional cate
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gories. Women are working as professional for
esters, accountants, and employee relations
specialists; as technicians in the fields of biology, engineering, accounting, and manage
ment; and as clerical assistants in journalism,
payrolling, data processing, and contracting.
Women also have progressed to higher grades.
For example, during the past five years women
in grades GS-6 and above ($7,727 per annum and
up) increased from 37 to more than 70. This
increase of approximately 100 percent came
during a period when Regional permanent, full
time employment was essentially stable (2,232
as of July 1966 and 2,189 as of July 1971—dif
ference due primarily to vacancies). With the
increased emphasis on upward mobility for
women being stressed by the President, we can
expect these increases to continue.
Permanent employment is through Civil Ser
vice Commission examination announcements.
The Civil Service Commission issues these an
nouncements and establishes registers of quali
fied applicants to fill permanent positions in
Region One. Forest Service personnel offices
request a list of eligibles from the Civil Service
Commission and make selections^ from those
candidates on the list who indicate a specific
interest in the job. Professional positions for all
sixteen National Forests in Region One and all
positions in the Regional Office in Missoula are
filled by the Regional Personnel Office in Mis
soula. Clerical and technical positions in the
National Forests are filled by the National For
est Supervisor’
s Offices. Individuals interested
in positions with the Forest Service can obtain
information from National Forest Supervisor’
s
Offices or the Regional Office.

Achieving Equal Employment in a
Traditionally M an’
s World
The professional and administrative end of
the Forest Service has been a traditionally male
stronghold. To gain entrance, women have had
to prove themselves capable of doing work
which men have always done without question.
However, those women who have been em
ployed are demonstrating that they are able to
handle even the most physically demanding
tasks. To be quite candid, they still must face
prejudices and stereotypes based on culturally
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defined male-female role definitions which are
held by both male and female employees and
some administrators.
Today, however, with more women becoming
trained in physical and natural science profes
sions, in technical services, and in business ad
ministration, more women will be able to suc

cessfully compete for positions in the Forest
Service. Education and experience are a major
key in employment. Women with the know
how necessary to fill high-level positions will
find the doors are opening and career oppor
tunities are available in the woods, as well as
in the offices of the U.S. Forest Service.
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